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Summary 

     This thesis consists of four papers in which various combinations of population dynamics, 

predator-prey interactions, and observational error are examined using mathematical models.  

All four were inspired by marine systems, though most of their findings are broadly 

applicable. 

     The apparently sequential declines of at least three marine mammal species in the north 

Pacific Ocean over the past 30-40 years have led some scientists to wonder if killer whales 

(Orcinus orca) might have contributed by depleting the more profitable prey types first and 

then switching to progressively less profitable types according to the rules of optimal 

foraging.  This controversial idea inspired the first paper in this thesis, in which the 

plausibility of the sequential depletion theory is investigated using a simple model.  The 

model cannot prove or disprove the theory, but it does demonstrate that it is plausible, given 

a reasonable range of parameter values. 

     The second paper describes a dynamic game played between predators and prey, in which 

both types of players adjust their behavior in response to the opponent’s activities.  The 

resultant solution, a type of Nash equilibrium, is only one part of the story.  The other part is 

that there is a potential for adaptive cheating on the part of the predator.  Specifically, when 

the prey have limited time for foraging, the predator may benefit by deliberately interrupting 

them until they become too desperate to invest in anti-predator behavior, making them easier 

to catch. 

     The third paper describes a likelihood-based approach for estimating the parameters of 

the beta-binomial distribution from repeated observations.  The model is computationally 

intensive, but the approach is applicable in any system where the counts of organisms are 

binomially distributed and the sighting probability varies from census to census. 

     The last paper, a monograph investigating the decline of Steller sea lions (Eumetopias 

jubatus), incorporates many of the approaches used in the other three papers.  It is based on a 

simple population model in which the rookery-specific annual probabilities of fecundity, pup 

recruitment, and non-pup survival are functions of the local conditions.  Ten different 

functions (each reflecting a different hypothesis) are tested simultaneously to determine the 

combination that most easily explains the observed sequence of sea lion counts.  Four 
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hypotheses are supported by the data: Prey abundance affects pup recruitment; Prey 

composition affects fecundity; Prey composition affects pup recruitment; and Harbor seal 

abundance (our inverse proxy for predation risk) affects non-pup survival. 
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Synthesis: 

Uncertainty and inference in marine systems and declining populations 

 

INTRODUCTION: 

The Role of Models 

     A good model is a theory with its mechanistic underpinnings laid bare.  The model 

structure serves many different purposes, depending on the situation.  In combination with 

data, a model allows the user to make inferences about the modeled system by estimating 

parameters, quantifying uncertainty, allocating statistical support among alternative 

hypotheses, or ruling out those that are not supported by the data.  By itself (without data), a 

model demonstrates the plausibility of the proposed mechanism and generates predictions 

that can be tested in the field. 

     Marine systems have inspired more than their fair share of modeling effort.  There are 

two reasons for this.  First, the marine realm is a shared multi-use resource of great economic 

importance, which means there is a lot of pressure on management agencies to produce 

accurate estimates of animal populations.  Being a shared resource, the oceans are 

susceptible to the “tragedy of the commons” on an international scale (Hardin 1968).  

Second, most of the ocean’s living resources are very difficult to quantify because they 

cannot be directly observed.  John Shepherd, a fisheries scientist, once said that “Counting 

fish is just as easy as counting trees, except they are invisible and they move” (Hilborn et al. 

2003).  But the problem does not apply only to fish.  Uncertainty is a hallmark of marine 

systems in general, affecting everything from kelp (e.g. Yoshimori et al. 1998) to blue 

whales (e.g. Branch et al. 2004) and Steller sea lions (e.g. Mansfield and Haas 2006). 

     Despite the uncertainty, conservationists and managers of marine systems have to make 

decisions that affect the lives of both humans and animals.  Their need to estimate stocks, 

quantify the uncertainty, and understand the underlying ecological mechanisms has inspired 

numerous mathematical models designed to bridge the gap between what really goes on 

under the waves (behavior-mediated ecological interactions, population dynamics, etc.), and 

what we can observe from above (density, condition, and sometimes behavior of 

individuals). 
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     In a classic paper, Graeme Caughley (1994) compared the “small-population paradigm” 

with the “declining-population paradigm” in conservation biology, noting that the former 

had received the most theoretical attention but the latter, while mostly lacking in theory, had 

been applied to more systems.  The most common approach for determining the cause(s) of a 

population decline has been to measure the levels of “all conceivable agents of decline” and 

test for a correlation between the levels and the decline in different locations using Analysis 

of Variance or a similar empirical test. 

     The reason for the lack of theory in declining-population studies, according to Caughley, 

is partly that different populations decline for very different reasons, and partly that no one 

has really looked for a generalizable mechanistic approach (Caughley 1994). 

     The declining population of Steller sea lions (Eumetopias jubatus), which is the focus of 

this thesis, provides an opportunity to do just that (see especially Paper 4).  In the remainder 

of the Synthesis, I introduce the four papers and then outline the theoretical approaches I 

used to investigate the decline and a related behavioral interaction. 

 

SUMMARIES OF PAPERS 

Paper 1. 

Predator diet breadth and prey population dynamics: Mechanism and modeling

     The quantitative model in this paper was inspired by a qualitative one proposed by 

Springer et al. (2003), which suggested that the apparently sequential declines of north 

Pacific marine mammals from the 1970’s onward resulted from predatory depletion and 

subsequent prey-switching by members of the transient race of killer whales (Orcinus orca).  

The model suggests that the diet of transient killer whales in the middle of the 20th century 

was dominated by great whales, and that the decline of the great whales due to whaling 

eventually forced the killer whales to switch to progressively less profitable prey types – first 

harbor seals (Phoca vitulina), then Steller sea lions (Eumetopias jubatus), and finally sea 

otters (Enhydra lutris), depleting each population in turn before moving on to the next 

species. 

     The idea of optimal diet breadth (Stephens and Krebs 1986) is that a predator should 

accept a given prey item only if its instantaneous profitability exceeds the average intake rate 
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it would expect to experience if it turned away and continued to look for more profitable 

prey.  Since the average intake rate depends on the encounter rate, this means that the 

decision of whether to include a given prey type in the diet depends on the density of more 

profitable prey.  It is easy to see how depletion of the more profitable prey types could lead 

to sequential depletion of less profitable types. 

     The model in Paper 1 covers the later part of the sequence in Springer et al. (2003), 

focusing on the diet expansions from harbor seals to sea lions, and from sea lions to sea 

otters.  These two switching points are integrated with the population dynamics of all three 

prey species.  Using plausible estimates of critical parameters such as the handling times and 

energy contents of each prey species, the model is indeed capable of reproducing the 

sequential decline of harbor seals, Steller sea lions, and sea otters. 

 

Paper 2. 

Strategy, compromise, and cheating in predator/prey games 

     The beginnings of this work can be traced back to October of 2000, when I made a little 

predator-prey interaction model and presented it in the Les Ecologistes seminar series at 

Simon Fraser University.  Though the talk was very well received, the model ended up on 

the back burner when I began writing my MSc thesis and stayed there until about a year ago, 

when I realized that it might apply to the Steller sea lion system I was working on. 

     The subject of the paper is a dynamic game played between predators and prey, in which 

both types of players adjust their behavior in response to the opponent’s actions.  The two 

tunable behaviors are the attack rate of the predator and the distance that prey venture from a 

safe haulout when foraging.  Both the predators and the prey face a trade-off between food 

and safety: Too little hunting or too little foraging far from the rookery (where the food is 

better) leads to starvation, and too much exposes the individual to excess risk of injury or 

depredation, respectively.  Foraging time for the prey is limited, meaning that interruptions 

due to attacks by the predator tend to leave the prey more desperate and with less time to 

spare. 

     My approach is to calculate the fitness for both players for all combinations of attack rate 

and foraging distance, and then to extract the optimal response curves for each player in 
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reaction to the opponent’s behavior.  The heart of the model is the resulting pair of response 

curves plotted in attack rate/foraging distance space, with a Nash equilibrium represented by 

the intersection point (Nash 1950).  This approach has been used previously in behavioral 

ecology to describe conflicts of interest between conspecifics and it works well, though 

several caveats apply (McNamara et al. 1999). 

     While examining the response curves, I realized that a change in the predator’s behavior 

that inflates the effective attack rate artificially (without imposing significant extra cost on 

the predator) would shift the prey response curve in a direction that is favorable to the 

predator.  In other words, the predator would benefit by making “fake” attack runs to 

deliberately interrupt the prey until they become too desperate to invest in anti-predator 

behavior, making them easier to catch.  This is both a novel idea and a testable hypothesis, 

though it may be challenging to discern when a predator is making a fake attack run rather 

than simply aborting a normal attack run after losing the element of surprise. 

 

Paper 3. 

A Bayesian approach for characterizing beta-binomial observation error in population data

     The model in this paper began as one small component of the much more complicated 

Steller sea lion model described in the fourth paper.  The observation error distribution 

needed to be characterized in order to facilitate the calculation of likelihood (the probability 

of producing the observed sequence of sea lion counts) in the sea lion model.  This little 

component (observation error) turned out to require nearly as much thought and computer 

analysis as the larger model. 

     The problem, essentially, is that the sea lion data consist of undercounts.  They are based 

on aerial photos of rookeries, in which it is possible to count with reasonable certainty all the 

sea lions that were on the rookery when the photo was taken, but there is no way to know 

how many were at sea at the time.  Thus, the true number of sea lions associated with the 

rookery is always higher than the observed number. 

     In such situations, the simplest approach would be to assume that the number of animals 

counted is drawn from a binomial distribution.  If multiple counts are available, the variation 

between them can be used to estimate the binomial parameters.  But the binomial implies a 

specific relationship between the mean and the variance of the counts, and in the case of the 
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sea lions, the variance is far too high.  The next logical step is to assume that the sighting 

probability, P, varies between censuses. 

     For sea lions, the variation in P arises from a combination of tidal conditions, weather, 

prey abundance, predator activities, social interactions, and many other factors that affect the 

probability that an individual sea lion is hauled out at any given point in time.  If data were 

available for all potential variables affecting sighting probability, one could perform a 

regression analysis to determine the effect of each one (e.g. Beavers and Ramsey 1998). 

     When such data are not available, as is the case with the sea lion counts, the best 

approach is to choose a function for the distribution of P and characterize it using the data.  

The beta distribution is an obvious choice because it is relatively simple and extremely 

flexible.  The resultant distribution of the count is called “beta-binomial” because each count 

is drawn from a binomial distribution using a sighting probability that was drawn from a beta 

distribution. 

     The paper describes the complex model and calculations necessary to estimate the 

parameters of the beta-binomial distribution from repeated counts using Likelihood. 

     To my knowledge, this has not been described anywhere else, though it would seem to 

have broad applicability.  That is, the beta-binomial distribution is appropriate to explain the 

between-count variation for any system in which the binomial probability of observing each 

item or event varies from count to count.  Examples range from censuses of fish and other 

cryptic animals and plants to public opinion polls and various kinds of diagnostic cell counts 

in medicine.  A beta-binomial observation error model would be particularly useful in 

surveys of rare or endangered organisms that inhabit terrain with variable detectability (e.g. 

Roughton and Seddon 2006). 

 

Paper 4. 

The decline of Steller sea lions: Multiple smoking guns

     The goal of this study is to estimate the strength and statistical support for ten different 

hypotheses relating sea lion vital rates (fecundity, pup recruitment, non-pup survival) to 

local conditions (prey abundance, prey composition, fishery activities, harbor seal density).  

Several of the approaches developed in the other papers are incorporated into the sea lion 
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model:  The probability of avoiding a foraging shortfall given Poisson-distributed prey 

encounters is calculated for hypotheses H1-H3 using the algorithm developed for calculating 

expected fitness in Paper 2.  The killer whale prey-switching concept from Paper 1 here 

provides the justification for using harbor seal density as an inverse proxy for predation risk 

in hypotheses H9 and H10.  And the entire analysis is based on Likelihood calculation, 

which is made possible by the beta-binomial characterization described in Paper 3. 

     When all ten hypotheses are allowed to “compete,” the data support four of them: Prey 

abundance affects pup recruitment, Prey composition affects fecundity, Prey composition 

affects pup recruitment, and Harbor seal abundance (predation) affects non-pup survival.  

The two hypotheses affecting pup recruitment have the strongest effects, suggesting the 

possibility of a kind of synergy between prey availability and prey type.  Specifically, young 

sea lions are inferior to adults in their ability to capture prey as well as their ability to digest 

it.  Therefore, a combination of low prey availability and high pollock fraction (meaning 

there is very little prey available other than pollock) could very easily create a situation in 

which a newly weaned pup could not ingest enough energy to sustain itself, leading to 

starvation.  This scenario agrees well with the mechanism proposed by Rosen and Trites 

(2004). 

 

 

UNCERTAINTY AND LIKELIHOOD 

 

     The four papers that comprise this thesis represent a broad array of modeling approaches 

related to different aspects of the Steller sea lion system.  It is a marine system, with the 

usual sparse and noisy data combined with strong economic pressure to understand 

biological processes and assess population dynamics.  Accordingly, each model deals with 

observation error or stochastic variation (or both) by using an explicit mathematical 

framework to calculate expectations, thereby connecting the underlying mechanism with the 

observed data or predictions thereof.  Such frameworks are the essence of good theoretical 

models, and the only way to quantify uncertainty. 

 

Types of uncertainty 
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     There are many different forms of uncertainty in ecology, potentially affecting all 

possible stages of a given problem from the moment a question is asked until the day the 

study species goes extinct (and even extinction can be very difficult to confirm or refute; see 

Bousfield and LeBlond 1995).  Following the terminology of Fogarty et al. (1996), the three 

types of uncertainty most relevant to this thesis are Measurement error, Random variation (= 

Process error), and Lack of complete information (= Structural uncertainty). 

     Measurement error, also known as Observation uncertainty, derives from the inevitable 

lack of absolute precision in most measurements.  Ideally, it can be reduced by using better 

techniques or by taking a larger number of samples, but this is not always feasible.  

Measurement error can be included in models in order to determine whether a modeled 

effect would be detectable in real-world data (e.g. Field et al. 2005), but unfortunately it is 

not done very often. 

     Process error is variation that occurs due to known stochastic processes.  It is also known 

as Objective uncertainty to emphasize the fact that all observers are equally unable to predict 

it.  Process error, like measurement error, is often included in models when it is necessary to 

simulate the variation of a real-world dataset.  In other models, process error can often be 

factored out by calculating the expectation of the stochastic function.  For example, process 

error is implicitly present in the second and fourth papers as Poisson variation in prey 

encounter rates, which is ultimately factored out when the probability of avoiding a foraging 

shortfall is calculated as an expectation using dynamic programming.  The binomial survival 

and recruitment transitions in the fourth paper represent another variety of stochastic 

uncertainty, the expectation of which is calculated using path integration combined with 

dynamic programming.  In the third paper, both the beta distribution of sighting probability 

between censuses and the binomially distributed count in a single census are examples of 

process error, though the term “observation error” is used because it is traditional and 

because observation is the only process affected. 

     Structural uncertainty, the deepest of the three types, occurs when the underlying true 

model is unknown.  In principal, it is related to Measurement error in the sense that both are 

“knowable,” given a sufficient investment in data collection and analysis.  In practice, 

structural uncertainty is the nemesis of many modeling efforts, where the main challenge is 

to identify the underlying model.  A vast array of analytical tools have been developed 

specifically to help researchers see past the measurement and process error, to make 
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inferences about the underlying mechanisms by confronting alternative models with the data.  

Hilborn and Mangel (1997) coined the term “Ecological Detection” to describe this process.  

The fourth paper in this thesis is a classic example of ecological detection, focusing as it 

does on determining which combination of ten possible underlying effects has the strongest 

support from the data.  The first and second papers present models constructed specifically 

to demonstrate the plausibility of a model structure, which is obviously the first step toward 

minimizing the structural uncertainty. 

 

Likelihood 

     Uncertainty is the common thread of all four papers in this thesis.  The common solution 

is to consider the problem in terms of probability.  This allows for the quantification of 

uncertainty, which is the implicit goal of any scientific endeavor. 

     The clearest way to break down a complicated problem is to consider it as a hierarchy of 

probabilistic events connecting the observed pattern with the unobserved underlying 

mechanism.  From this perspective, the idea of using likelihood to estimate parameter values 

(Paper 3) or compare alternative models (Paper 4) is the simplest and best approach.  

Likelihood is directly related to posterior probability according to Bayes’s theorem, which 

means it provides a linear index of statistical support and it can be used to estimate 

confidence intervals (which have obvious value in management).  Furthermore, because of 

the way that likelihood is calculated (as the probability of observing the data given the 

model), the modeler often knows intuitively how to calculate it as soon as he or she fully 

understands the problem.  This is a very significant advantage over frequentist methods for 

large, complex models. 

     Likelihood methods have been a part of marine biology since the 1980’s (e.g. Millar 

1987).  Because they tend to be rather computationally intensive, likelihood approaches were 

initially limited to relatively simple systems (because computers were relatively slow), but 

they have extended their reach to more and more complex problems over the years and are 

likely to continue doing so (e.g. de Valpine 2002). 
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A CLOSER LOOK AT THE STELLER SEA LION SYSTEM: 

Likelihood, multiple-hypothesis testing, and the declining-population paradigm 

 

     In this section, I review the history of Steller sea lion research (as it pertains to the 

decline) and describe in more detail the methods used in Papers 3 and 4, using the Steller sea 

lion system as an illustrative example of the new theoretical approach. 

 

Previous investigations of the Steller sea lions’ decline 

     Many attempts have been made over the years to determine why the population has 

declined.  These include: 

 

1.)  Construction of a Leslie matrix model for a stable population, followed by perturbation 

of various transition rates in order to find the most parsimonious way to produce a trajectory 

matching the observed decline.  Using this method, York (1994) determined that the initial 

decline could be explained most easily by a 10-20% decrease in juvenile survival.  Pascual 

and Adkison (1994) went a step further and estimated the effective mortality and fecundity 

rates for six individual rookeries using maximum likelihood methods.  Adkison et al. (1993) 

and Pascual and Adkison (1994) also modified the matrix model by allowing vital rates to 

vary according to alternative hypotheses, in order to see which of them could produce the 

observed decline.  In the latter paper, they were able to rule out transient population trends, 

short-term environmental variation, and delayed effects of historical pup harvesting as 

causes of the decline, concluding that an as-yet-unidentified long-term change or novel 

catastrophe must be to blame. 

 

2.)  Assumption of a fixed set of underlying vital rates (Leslie matrix) and calculation of the 

number of animals that would have to be removed in order to match the observed census 

data (e.g. Blackburn 1990, cited in Castellini 1993; Loughlin and York 2002; NRC 2003).  

The number ranges up to nearly 30% of the population per year at the peak of the decline in 

the mid-1980’s (NRC 2003). 

 

3) Analysis of trends across space rather than across time.  Using linear regression, Merrick 

et al. (1997) observed a correlation between population growth rate and diet diversity among 
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different rookeries.  In other words, they found that the sea lion populations declined faster 

in areas with low diet diversity.  Diet diversity was and continues to be a likely determinant 

of survival and/or fecundity rates. 

 

4) Estimation of vital rates across time using age-structured data and maximum likelihood 

estimation.  Holmes and York (2003) re-examined aerial census photos to produce a metric 

for the juvenile fraction of the broad non-pup age class.  Using these data, they concluded 

that low juvenile survival drove the early decline, whereas low fecundity was the major 

factor after about 1990. 

 

5.)  Construction of a simulation model that includes the hypothesized effect followed by 

assessment of its ability to match the census data.  Barrett-Lennard et al. (1995) used this 

approach to investigate whether killer whale predation could have caused the decline of 

Steller sea lions.  They concluded that killer whale predation alone probably could not have 

explained the steep, early part of the decline, but it could be a very significant factor now 

that the population is small. 

 

6) Use of Ecopath/Ecosim models (e.g. Trites et al 1999, NRC 2003) to capture the flow of 

trophic interactions at a highly aggregated scale.  These simulations are generally unable to 

produce a decline as steep as that observed. 

 

     Each of the above studies has provided valuable insight into the problem.  However, none 

made use of both spatial and temporal variation in sea lion counts as well as the 

environmental data.  Most of the researchers pooled data across space, combining many 

rookery censuses within each data point and performing their analyses using a composite 

time series representing the entire western population (Figure 1 in Paper 4) or a large 

fraction of it.  The remainder (Pascual and Adkison 1994, Merrick et al. 1997) effectively 

pooled data across time, fitting a single trend line to all the census data from each rookery. 

     A general conclusion from the previous work is that it is difficult to determine which 

hypotheses are most likely when one is working with pooled data.  The recent NRC (2003) 

report  asserts that “Finer-scale spatial analysis of Steller sea lion populations and 

environmental conditions will be required to uncover potential region-specific determinants 
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that are affecting sea lion survival” and calls for new modeling approaches that are both 

spatially and temporally explicit.  The model in Paper 4 is designed to fill this gap. 

 

A finer-scale approach to the declining population paradigm 

     In addition to filling that gap, the new approach also provides a way to introduce some 

much-needed theory into the declining-population paradigm, as requested by Caughley 

(1994).  The basic steps of the analysis are: 

 

1. Find estimates of maximum (pre-decline) vital rates and construct a simple population 

model for the study species, including process error. 

2. Identify all plausible hypotheses to explain the decline.  Formulate each as a simple 

function which scales down one or more vital rates according to local conditions.  Ideally, 

each function should be mechanistic and minimally parameterized, with one end of the range 

of possible parameter values corresponding to “no effect.” 

3. Compile matrices of local conditions data sorted to the same levels of spatial and temporal 

detail available in the population data.  

4. Characterize the observation error distribution, typically by fitting a binomial, Poisson, or 

beta-binomial distribution to a set of replicate counts. 

5. Simultaneously estimate the parameters in all vital rate functions by searching the multi-

dimensional parameter space, calculating the likelihood for each combination of values, and 

finding the joint maximum-likelihood solution.  Find marginal likelihoods for each 

parameter and estimate confidence intervals around each maximum-likelihood estimate.  

Interpret the confidence intervals in terms of the range of strength of the effect.  Any 

hypotheses for which the confidence interval only includes values where the function has 

negligible effect are considered unsupported by the data.  All other hypotheses are 

supported. 

 

The Steller sea lion example 

1. Population model 
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     The appropriate level of complexity in the underlying population model depends on how 

much information is available about the demographics of the system being modeled.  For 

Steller sea lions, where only two life stages are differentiated in the census data, a simple 

two-stage model was used.  In that model, the expected number of non-pups in a particular 

year is the sum of two binomial distributions – one describing the number of pups that 

recruited, and one describing the number of non-pups that survived from the previous year.  

A third binomial distribution describes the number of pups born in a year. 

 

2. Hypotheses as local vital rate scaling functions 

     The NRC (2003) recommendation for a “finer-scale spatial analysis” suggests not only 

that conditions might vary across time and space, but that the causes of the decline may also 

vary between rookeries and between years.  Therefore, the sea lion decline (like many 

others) is unlikely to have resulted from a single “smoking gun,” and it is important to 

consider multiple hypotheses at the same time using ecological detection (Hilborn and 

Mangel 1997).  In contrast to traditional single-hypothesis statistical approaches, ecological 

detection is based on the notion of simultaneous competition among multiple hypotheses, 

with relative strength assigned to each hypothesis according to its ability to reproduce the 

data. 

     Numerous competing hypotheses have been proposed to explain the decline of the 

western population (Ferrero and Fritz 2002).  The analysis in Paper 4 considers a subset of 

ten hypotheses for which sufficient data are available to apply appropriate fine-scale 

analytical and statistical methods.  Each hypothesis is translated into a function which scales 

down a vital rate from its historical maximum according to one category of local conditions.  

Whenever possible, the functions are explicitly mechanistic.  For example, the function 

relating vital rates to prey availability is based on the probability of surviving the season 

without ever having to go without food for more than the maximum fasting duration, given a 

Poisson prey encounter rate determined by local prey density.  This probability is calculated 

using backward iteration of dynamic programming across the 180-day season, effectively 

considering all 2180 possible combinations of successful and unsuccessful foraging days.  

The resulting function looks superficially like a Holling Type 3 functional response (Holling 

1959), though it is actually based on the explicit foraging model. 
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3. Local conditions 

     The matrices of local conditions necessary to calculate the vital rate scaling functions at 

each rookery in every year were compiled from a variety of sources, as described in Paper 4.  

Along with the sea lion counts, these conditions can be displayed in novel “space-time” 

plots, which reveal the complexity of the data (see Figures 2 and 4 in Paper 4).  In 

particular, compare the amount of information in Figure 2a (counts by rookery and year) 

with the aggregated counts shown in Figure 1. 

     As described previously, there are insufficient distributional data on the abundance of 

killer whales, but quite a bit of data on the abundance of harbor seals, and the latter may be 

used as an inverse proxy for the former.  The justification proceeds as follows (Springer et al 

2003; see also Paper 1):  If killer whales are assumed to include Steller sea lions in their diet 

only if the encounter rate with harbor seals is sufficiently low, then the harbor seal density 

near a rookery should indicate whether or not sea lions are included locally in the diet of 

killer whales.  This argument, based on classical optimal foraging theory (Stephens and 

Krebs 1986), suggests that predation risk experienced by sea lions would be higher at 

rookeries with low local harbor seal densities.  The fact that harbor seal densities tend to be 

lower around sea lion rookeries with falling populations lends some support to the idea. 

 

4. Observation error 

     The final step before likelihood calculation is the characterization of observation error.  

This uncertainty is introduced during summer counts of sea lions because, although all pups 

should be on shore and visible on the beach, some non-pups may be at sea foraging during 

the time of the survey.  The problem of simultaneously estimating the number of trials and 

the probability of success in a binomial process is an exceptionally difficult one (Hilborn and 

Mangel 1997), and if the binomial sighting probability varies between censuses (as it does in 

this case), the situation becomes even more complicated.  As Paper 3 explains, the obvious 

choice for this problem is the beta-binomial distribution (Martz and Waller 1982; Evans et al 

2000), in which the sighting probability is assumed to follow a beta probability density and, 

conditioned on that, the number of animals observed is binomially distributed according to 

the “true” number of animals (= trials). 
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5. Likelihood and results:  Missing animals and multiple smoking guns 

     The random variation inherent in binomial transitions (process error in the population 

model) implies that a vast number of alternative population trajectories are possible, making 

it difficult to connect the population model with the observed numbers.  The solution is to 

adopt a method used in physics called path integration (Schulman 1981), which effectively 

takes the expectation of the likelihood across all possible sample trajectories by reducing the 

problem to a dynamic programming equation (Mangel and Clark 1988) and solving it 

backwards in time.  The beta-binomial model provides the means to calculate the likelihood 

of the observations given each possible population trajectory. 

     In the case of the Steller sea lion model, the vital rate scaling function were all written in 

such a way that a parameter value of zero indicates that the function has no effect on the vital 

rates.  This is not necessary, but it makes the interpretation of the marginal likelihood curves 

much simpler.  That is, hypotheses whose parameter values are significantly different from 

zero are considered to be supported by the data, whereas those with confidence intervals 

including zero have no support. 

     The supported functions, when applied to the local conditions matrices to calculate the 

expected “landscape” of missing animals, illustrate clearly that different effects can 

dominate in different areas at different times (Figures 10 and 11 in Paper 4).  There can also 

be interactions between different hypotheses which would not have been obvious if the 

hypotheses were considered in isolation.  An example (using hypotheses H2 and H5) is 

illustrated in Figure A (facing page). 
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Figure A.  Pup recruitment probability as a function of total prey abundance (excluding pollock) and 

prey composition (as reflected by pollock fraction). 

Prey abundance (Kg/Km3 excluding pollock) 

 

 

DISCUSSION 

     The goal of the modeling approach described above is to identify which hypotheses are 

supported by the data and most likely to have caused an observed population decline.  The 

approach is very general, in the sense that it can be applied to any population with sufficient 

data and mechanistic understanding to allow the six steps defined above to be followed.  The 

Steller sea lion example emphasizes the value of examining the system at fine spatial and 

temporal scales and considering all hypotheses simultaneously using ecological detection. 

     Papers 1 and 2 in this thesis focused on another important modeling goal: Demonstrating 

plausibility.  Both involve different kinds of models exploring the interaction between killer 

whales and sea lions.  The diet-breadth theory outlined in Paper 1 forms the basis of the 
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predation-risk hypothesis in Paper 4 and inspired the predator/prey game in Paper 2. 

 

Ecological detection 

     The purpose of ecological detection is to confront each putative mechanism of the decline 

with the data and allow the data to arbitrate between the different models on a level playing 

field.  Ecological detection recognizes that our understanding of the world will always be 

incomplete and that the goal should be to achieve the best understanding possible given the 

available data.  The paradigm emphasizes the need to understand the role of multiple 

mechanisms in the decline of the Steller sea lion, rather than trying to explain the entire 

phenomenon with any single hypothesis. 

     There are two reasons why it is so important to consider multiple hypotheses 

simultaneously.  First, it is very common for more than one hypothesis to be important in the 

system, and the nature of any interactions between different effects will not be captured if 

they are considered individually.  Second, one can often find spurious support for any 

hypothesis when it is considered in isolation.  The only solution is to jointly solve for the 

strengths of all hypotheses at the same time, so that the dominant ones may emerge and leave 

little for the spurious ones to explain. 

     In the case of the Steller sea lion model, when any of the ten hypotheses are considered in 

isolation (with the other nine effects set to zero), the maximum-likelihood estimate (MLE) of 

the relevant parameter is nonzero.  In other words, all ten of the hypotheses appear to fit the 

data when they are tested individually.  But when they are all tested simultaneously, with the 

model searching for the joint maximum-likelihood solution of all ten parameters, all but the 

four listed above have their MLE’s at zero, indicating that they have no effect.  This 

observation serves as a reminder of the fact that Likelihood is relative, and the apparent fit of 

any single hypothesis to the data does not rule out the possibility that other hypotheses may 

exist that have an even better fit. 

     A further example is provided by Hennen’s (2006) study, in which he compared the 

population growth rates at individual Steller sea lion rookeries with the amount of 

commercial fishing activity that occurred within 20 km of each rookery.  Using the same 

data that he later provided to me for the present study, Hennen found strong support for a 

negative effect of fishing activities on sea lions before 1991.  But in the context of the full 
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sea lion model described here, when the hypotheses describing the effects of fishing 

activities on pup recruitment and non-pup survival are allowed to “compete” against the 

other eight hypotheses, their MLE values are zero - indicating no support for those effects. 

 

Demonstrating plausibility 

     The models in Papers 1 and 2 differed from those of Papers 3 and 4 in that they were not 

based on data.  Instead, their role is simply to show that the suggested mechanisms were 

plausible – if not probable – given reasonable parameter values. 

     Paper 1 provides some support for at least part of the scenario described in Springer et al. 

(2003), the part involving diet expansion from harbor seals to sea lions, and then to sea 

otters.  However, it is worth re-emphasizing here that the model does not prove that scenario.  

It merely demonstrates that it is plausible within the reasonable ranges of the relevant 

parameters. 

     The other part of the Springer et al. (2003) model, involving a diet switch from great 

whales to harbor seals and other pinnipeds, has met with some resistance from the scientific 

community.  Specifically, many scientists have pointed out a time lag between the end of the 

great whale decline and the beginning of the harbor seal decline (Wade et al. 2003, Mizroch 

and Rice 2006, DeMaster et al. 2006).  However, as noted by Whitehead and Reeves (2005), 

the main food source for transient killer whales before they switched to pinnipeds may well 

have been whale carcasses discarded by the whaling industry (as opposed to live whales).  

The supply of carcasses did not taper off until well into the 1970’s, coinciding much more 

closely with the beginning of the harbor seal decline.  Much as our model in Paper 1 

demonstrates plausibility for the harbor seal/sea lion/sea otter transitions of the Springer et 

al. (2003) scenario, the findings of Whitehead and Reeves (2005) demonstrate plausibility 

for the great whale/harbor seal transition, though not quite as originally envisioned. 

     The kind of adaptive cheating described in Paper 2 has not yet been formally observed in 

any predator, but there are numerous anecdotal examples of predators apparently toying with 

their prey.  Many of these examples could actually represent the deliberate disruptive 

behavior I have described, but it is difficult to tell because a failed or aborted attack probably 

looks the same as a fake attack.  In fact, it is possible that the only manifestation of the 
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proposed effect would be a tendency for predators to lower the minimum probability of 

success that triggers a capture attempt.  Thus, the effect may be cryptic. 

     Therefore, a study designed to test whether predators deliberately disrupt their prey 

would essentially have to determine whether their hunting behavior (specifically, their 

propensity to attack when the probability of success is low) appears sub-optimal when the 

effect is not considered. 

     The decision tree in Figure B (facing page) neatly summarizes the results of Papers 1 and 

2.  The combination of the two models produces a specific set of conditions under which an 

observer might expect to see killer whales actively hunting Steller sea lions.  First, the model 

in Paper 1 must be correct.  Second, the local harbor seal density must be below the 

threshold that would trigger an optimal forager to begin accepting sea lions as prey.  Third, 

according to the model in Paper 2, the observer must be looking far from the rookery, where 

the killer whales are expected to have an easier time catching sea lions. 

     In contrast, at rookeries where there are plenty of harbor seals around, killer whales and 

sea lions are predicted to have no interactions at all.  Even when the harbor seal density is 

below the threshold, an observer looking in the wrong place might see killer whales 

intimidating sea lions, but very little actual predation.  Thus, the location of an observer can 

have a very strong effect on what they expect to see – again emphasizing the need for fine-

scale analyses (NRC 2003). 

 

Other approaches 

     The model in Paper 4 explicitly links population dynamics to individual behavior.  This is 

a relatively uncommon feat in ecology, particularly for a model based on explicit 

mechanisms and likelihood.  A more traditional approach would have been to use IBM’s 

(Individual-Based Models), which are ideally suited to linking individual behavior with 

population dynamics (Railsback 2004).  There are important trade-offs to consider when 

deciding between these approaches.  The likelihood/dynamic programming/path integration 

approach (Paper 4) tends to be more difficult to set up mathematically, but the estimates it 

provides are (theoretically) exact, given the data and model assumptions.  The IBM-based 

approach is much more flexible in terms of its ability to capture very different behavioral 
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mechanisms without requiring a substantial re-write of the model code, and it is particularly 

well-suited to spatial modeling (Giske et al. 2001), but its results are ultimately simulation-

based and therefore require large sample sizes (and considerable computer run-time) to 

produce asymptotically exact estimates.  Depending on the characteristics of the system 

being modeled, either approach may be better suited. 
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Figure B.  Four different types of interactions between killer whales and Steller sea lions are 

predicted for a given haulout depending on whether the proposed model is correct, whether the local 

density of harbor seals is below the diet-expansion threshold, and whether the observer is looking 

close to the haulout or far from it. 
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CONCLUSIONS    

     The four models in this thesis produced results that fulfill many of the model roles 

outlined at the beginning of the Synthesis.  Specifically, the first two papers demonstrate the 

plausibility of their respective models and generate several predictions that can be tested in 

the field.  For example, the model in Paper 1 predicts that the rate of killer whale predation 

will be higher at rookeries with few harbor seals nearby.  The model in Paper 2 predicts that 

killer whales and other predators will intimidate their prey by making “false” attack runs 

when doing so makes the prey more desperate and more easily caught in the future.  The 

third paper provides a method by which to estimate the parameters of the very useful beta-

binomial distribution, which allows for the quantification of uncertainty.  The fourth paper 

integrates many elements from the other three and applies ecological detection to find that 

four of the ten hypotheses considered are supported by the Steller sea lion data (prey density 

affects pup recruitment, prey composition affects fecundity, prey composition affects pup 

recruitment, and harbor seal density affects non-pup survival by determining whether killer 

whales accept sea lions as prey).  In so doing, this paper provides a road map for future field 

research and possibly adaptive management strategies that would further refine our 

understanding of the problem and (hopefully) lead to real solutions.   Furthermore, the 

framework used in Paper 4 defines the first general method for applying theory to the 

problem of declining populations.  This has broad applicability in ecology, conservation, and 

management. 
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Abstract 
     An organism’s optimal level of anti-predator behavior depends on its hunger state and its 

assessment of danger in the environment.  Similarly, a predator’s optimal attack behavior 

depends on its own satiation level and its assessment of the risks and costs associated with 

hunting.  The optimal behavior of each depends on what the other is doing, resulting in a 

dynamic game with surprising consequences.  Using a simple predator-prey interaction 

model inspired by killer whales and sea lions, I demonstrate that under certain plausible 

conditions (when foraging time is limited), a predator would benefit from making extra 

“false” attacks on the prey, assuming it can do so safely and efficiently.  The benefit derives 

from the fact that the extra attacks disturb the prey until they can no longer afford the time 

for anti-predator behavior, and so they become easy targets during the next “real” attack.  

This novel effect has not yet been demonstrated in the wild, but there are several anecdotal 

suggestions that it exists. 

 

 

Introduction 
     Many organisms buffer against the risk of depredation by investing in stealth or vigilance 

or by moving into safer but less profitable patches (Lima and Dill 1990).  When successful, 

these “antipredator” behaviors reduce the risk of capture to the point where the predator’s 

only impact on the prey is in terms of lost foraging or reproductive opportunities.  Such a 

system could be described as “danger-driven”, as opposed to the “mortality-driven” variety 

in which death is the primary fitness consequence of predation risk (Brown et al. 1999, his 

terms were “μ-driven” and “N-driven”). 

     Most predator-prey interactions fall somewhere in between these two extremes:  Prey 

sacrifice certain opportunities and still accept some reduced level of risk.  The resulting 

tradeoff between safety and foraging or reproductive opportunities has been investigated by 

many researchers using optimality models (e.g. recently Frid et al. 2006; McNamara et al. 

2005; Polo et al. 2005; Rands and Cuthill 2001).  However, there is another level of 
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complexity which has yet to be explicitly addressed:  Predator and prey behavior are 

adaptively linked as a result of coevolution, and the effectiveness of an antipredatory 

response depends in part on the extent to which it modifies predator behavior (and vice-

versa).  In this paper, I extend the optimality modeling approach to a system in which the 

predator monitors the activities of the prey and adjusts its own behavior accordingly. 

     The predator in my model system is the transient killer whale, Orcinus orca, which hunts 

(among other things) endangered Steller sea lions, Eumetopias jubatus, in western Alaska 

(Mangel and Wolf 2006).  In the model, killer whales decide how often to attack while sea 

lions decide how far from the haulout to forage.  Fitness for both players in the game is the 

probability of surviving through winter, when food limitation is an issue. 

 

Details & Methods 
Killer whales 

     Killer whales probably rely upon the element of surprise when hunting sea lions (Barrett-

Lennard et al. 1996).  In the event of an attack, a sea lion’s best defense is to flee to the 

nearest haulout and climb out of the water.  Therefore, the probability of capture in the event 

of an attack should increase with distance from the haulout.  I use a simple exponential 

function (Figure 1) to estimate capture probability, μ, as a function of distance from the 

haulout, d: 
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where cμ is a constant equal to the distance at which capture probability is half of the 

maximum value, μmax. 

     Attacks are assumed to be Poisson-distributed random events occurring at a rate of a per 

hour, so that in a day of length q  a single Killer whale makes at least one successful attack 

with probability 
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     Killer whales are assumed to starve if they fail to capture any prey for a number of 

consecutive days equal to their maximum fasting interval, fpred.  I use the function z(ppred(a, 

d), fpred, s) to denote the probability that an individual survives for s days (the length of the 

winter season) without experiencing any shortfalls of length fpred.  This function has no direct 

solution, but I can calculate it without difficulty using backwards iteration (Clark and 

Mangel 2000).  Killer whales also face a small risk of mortal injury per attack, i, and the 

Poisson probability of avoiding death due to injury is simply e-aiqs.  The probability of winter 

survival for a Killer whale (our proxy for fitness) is therefore 

 

( ) ( )( ) aiqs
predpred esfdapzda −= ,,,,ω                (3) 

 

Sea lions 

     In the model, foraging conditions for the sea lions are better further from the haulout (due 

to local depletion) so that the animals are faced with a tradeoff between the hazards of 

starvation and predation.  I model food encounter rate, y, as a function of distance using a 

Holling Type 3 functional response (Holling 1959) (Figure 2): 
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where cy is a constant reflecting the distance at which the encounter rate is half of the 

maximum value, ymax. 

     Attacks by Killer whales disturb the sea lions and prevent foraging for a period of h 

hours, so that the average amount of time available each day for foraging is q-aqh hours.  

The daily probability of finding food is therefore approximately 

( ) ( )( )aqhqdy
prey edap −−−=1,                 (5) 

     In analogy to the Killer whale situation, sea lions are also assumed to starve if they do not 

find food by the end of their maximum fasting interval, fprey.  The probability of a sea lion 

surviving through winter without experiencing any fatal shortfalls is similarly defined as the 

function z(pprey(a, d), fprey, s), which is calculated using backwards iteration.  The Poisson 

probability of avoiding predation for the whole season is simply e-arμ(d)qs, where r is the ratio 

of predators to prey.  Sea lion “fitness” (the probability of winter survival) is therefore 
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( ) ( )( ) ( )qsdar
preyprey esfdapzda μω −= ,,,,               (6) 

 

Parameter values 

Though not based on real data, these values are intended to be representative and plausible.  

Minor variation in the parameter values does not affect the model’s qualitative results. 

 

Season duration (days):  s = 180 

Number of hours available each day for hunting/foraging: q = 12 

Maximum fasting period (days) for predator:  fpred = 12 

Maximum capture probability in attacks far from the haulout: μmax = 0.9 

Distance from haulout (km) where μ = μmax/2:  cμ = 10 

Probability of mortal injury for predators per attack:  i = 0.001 

Ratio of predators to prey:  r = 0.05 

Foraging time (hrs) lost per attack:  h = 2 

Maximum fasting period (days) for prey:  fprey = 6 

Maximum food encounter rate (per hr) for prey far from the haulout:  ymax = 0.3 

Distance from haulout (km) where y = ymax/2:  cy = 10 

 

Results: A two-player evolutionary game 
     Figures 3 and 4 show the fitness surfaces for Killer whales and sea lions at the start of 

winter, given the model and parameter values described above.  In Figure 3, the dotted line 

(connecting vertical tangents of the fitness contours) corresponds to a Killer whale’s optimal 

attack rate strategy in response to the foraging distance used by sea lions.  The predator’s 

optimal strategy, not surprisingly, is to avoid unnecessary risk and decrease its attack rate 

when the prey are more vulnerable (further from the haulout).  The dotted line in Figure 4 

similarly corresponds to a sea lion’s optimal foraging strategy (distance from the haulout) in 

response to the attack rate chosen by Killer whales.  The line is U-shaped, reflecting a 

shifting tradeoff between predation and starvation risk: At low attack rates, sea lions go 

where the food is, far from the haulout.  At intermediate attack rates, the risk of predation 

drives them closer to the safety of the haulout.  At high attack rates, so much foraging time is 

lost due to attacks that the animals must forage further out again in order to avoid starvation. 

     By choosing to forage in a more dangerous area, the sea lions are effectively reducing 

their level of anti-predator behavior in response to elevated attack rates.  This rather 
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counterintuitive result is actually quite general: We should expect reduced anti-predator 

behavior in any situation where: 1) foraging time is limited, 2) predator attacks are frequent, 

and 3) foraging is interrupted by each attack.  The same mechanism may explain Lima’s 

(1986) unexpected observation of house sparrows decreasing vigilance in apparently 

dangerous settings. 

     The two response curves form the basis of a game played out over evolutionary time 

scales (Figure 5): Given a population of sea lions using a fixed foraging strategy (distance 

from the haulout), Killer whales should evolve toward the corresponding attack strategy 

(rate) shown by the dashed line.  Given that attack rate, the sea lions should evolve toward 

the corresponding foraging strategy (distance from the haulout) shown by the dotted line.  In 

further iterations, the system eventually converges toward the stable point at the intersection 

of the two lines.  This is a Nash equilibrium (Nash 1950). 

 

Manipulating prey behavior 

     When considering the game detailed in Figure 5, one might ask what would happen if the 

predator were somehow able to make additional “false attacks” without incurring the 

additional risk.  For example, a Killer whale might simply cruise past a group of sea lions 

with its sonar audible and its dorsal fin visible, disrupting foraging but avoiding the risk of 

injury associated with a direct attack.  If the whale did this frequently, so that the sea lions 

had little time left for foraging, the prey might be forced out to the more dangerous foraging 

areas further from the haulout, making it easier for the predator to secure its meals when it 

needs them. 

     Figures 6a, b, and c illustrate the effect of additional foraging disruptions caused by 

Killer whales making 0.1, 0.2, or 0.3 of these false attacks per hour.  Figures 7a, b, and c 

show the same prey response curves plotted against the predator’s response curve.  As the 

false attack rate increases, the Nash equilibrium moves in the Killer whale’s favor toward 

higher foraging distances for the prey and lower true attack rates for the predator.  The 

foraging distance at the equilibrium moves from about 6 km (0 false attacks) to about 15 km 

(0.3 false attacks/hr), corresponding to approximate capture probabilities of 0.31 and 0.58, 

respectively. 
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Discussion 
     As Figures 5 and 7 illustrate, an organism’s optimal behavior depends in part on how its 

adversaries respond to that behavior.  The resulting game may lead to an equilibrium that 

could not have been predicted without understanding both sides of the interaction. 

     The game format described here is similar to that used by McNamara et al. (1999) to 

investigate the conflict of interest between two bird parents raising a brood of chicks.  This 

technique is thought to reflect the way in which the system could have approached the 

intersection over evolutionary time, with entire populations moving toward the equilibrium 

in successive iterations.  Interestingly, if the “best effort” lines themselves are interpreted as 

strategies to be used over ecological time, the system proves to be evolutionarily unstable 

and susceptible to mutant invasion.  This is because players oppose each other one at a time 

– a mutant strategy is effectively never rare. 

     When there are multiple players on both sides, as in the current predators-vs-prey model, 

mutant strategies are rare (and unlikely to shift equilibria), and the “best response” lines do 

work as evolutionarily stable strategies over ecological time.  This is an important point, 

because it implies that a change in the environment could induce a rapid and significant shift 

in behavior.  For example, if the Steller sea lions in my model were suddenly faced with 

additional foraging disruptions beyond those caused by their predators, I would predict 

(based on the analysis illustrated in Figure 7) an increase both in average foraging distance 

and in the rate of depredation.  Such a scenario might explain part of their recent population 

crash in terms of foraging disruptions caused by fishing activities near haulouts and 

rookeries in the first part of the decline. 

 

The case for “False attacks” 

     My simple model shows how a predator might exploit the time constraint of its prey and 

make them easier to catch by disrupting their foraging under false pretenses.  This novel idea 

has some basis in observation: Many different types of predators have been observed making 

casual attack runs with no apparent determination (e.g. avian raptors: Decker 1996), or else 

“taunting” or intimidating their quarry (Preisser et al. 2005).  In some cases, predator 

morphology and behavior may be specifically designed to intimidate.  The conspicuous 

dorsal fin of a Killer whale is one example; the distinctive cry of a hawk is another. 

     One element of the model has already been observed: Foraging animals faced with time 

limitation do tend to forego anti-predator behavior (e.g. Blumstein and Pelletier 2005; 

McNamara and Houston 1990; Skutelsky 1996; Yasue et al. 2003). 
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     The model also predicts that we should see predators making false attacks in the wild.  

However, documenting this involves the determination of the predator’s intent.  It is 

probably quite difficult to determine whether a predator has made a false attack or has 

aborted a serious attack because it lost the element of surprise.  An optimal predator might 

even switch between casual and serious attack modes in mid-attack as the situation warrants. 

 

Conclusions 
     The “risk” of predation has two components:  The probability of predation mortality, 

which directly impacts survival, and the set of lost-opportunity costs associated with 

behaviors reducing the probabilities of encounter, detection, and capture (Lank and 

Ydenberg 2003).  It is nearly impossible to predict a priori the optimal level of antipredator 

behavior (and predation mortality) without knowing the shape of the tradeoff function 

between the two – in other words, without knowing how each component contributes to 

fitness. 

     If predators can manipulate prey behavior by evoking the appearance of an attack without 

incurring the risk, the situation necessarily becomes more complicated.  However, this 

scenario does provide a novel explanation for some elements of predator morphology 

(conspicuous fins, coloration, calls, etc.) and behavior (non-serious attacks). 
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Figure 1.  Capture probability as a function of distance from the haulout. 
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Figure 2.  Food encounter rate (for sea lions) as a function of distance from the haulout. 
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Figure 3.  Prey fitness and optimal response curve.  Fitness increases from blue to red. 

 
Figure 4.  Predator fitness and optimal response curve.  Fitness increases from blue to red. 
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Figure 5.  Curves showing the interaction between the predator response (dashed line) and 

the prey response (dotted line).  Their intersection is a Nash equilibrium. 
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Figure 6a.  Prey fitness and response curve with 0.1 additional false attacks/hr. 

 
Figure 6b.  Prey fitness and response curve with 0.2 additional false attacks/hr. 

 
Figure 6c.  Prey fitness and response curve with 0.3 additional false attacks/hr.
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Figure 7a. Predator (dashed)/prey (dotted) interaction curves: 0.1 false attacks/hr. 

 
Figure 7b. Predator (dashed)/prey (dotted) interaction curves: 0.2 false attacks/hr. 

 
Figure 7c. Predator (dashed)/prey (dotted) interaction curves: 0.3 false attacks/hr. 
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Abstract 
     Researchers are often called upon to make inferences about the size of a population for 

which the only available data are undercounts.  The solution requires simultaneous 

estimation of population size and parameters of the error structure, using the beta-binomial 

distribution (or similar) to accommodate variation in the sighting probability between counts.  

We show how to do this, and explain how to solve the related problems of estimating true 

population size and/or characterizing the beta-binomial error using numerical integration, 

Bayes’s theorem, and uniform priors.  We test the methods by estimating the parameters 

used to create 100 simulated beta-binomial datasets.  The resultant 95% confidence regions 

include the respective “true” values in 94 of the 100 trials – very close to the expected 95 out 

of 100.  Census data from the western population of Steller sea lions provide a real-world 

application. 

 

Keywords: observation error, census data, beta-binomial, bayesian estimation 
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Introduction 
     When organisms are mobile or cryptic, so that some are inevitably missed in any 

systematic survey, assessment of population size becomes a problem of simultaneously 

estimating the true number of individuals and the probability of counting them.  This 

scenario applies equally to pinnipeds counted in aerial photographs of a rookery, concealed 

rare plants counted along a standardized search path, disease incidence estimated using 

questionnaires or hospital entry rates, or any other survey where each individual is counted 

once or not at all, and the result is an undercount.  The underlying observation error structure 

is the same in each case (Slade et al. 2003). 

     Much work has gone into understanding the variation of sighting probability among 

individuals (for example, see Everson and Bradlow 2002, Gardner and Mangel 1996).  In 

contrast, we are concerned here with the variation of mean sighting probability between 

census events. 

     Depending on the situation, our goal may be to estimate the true number of individuals, 

characterize the observation error distribution, or both.  Each goal requires a different 

approach, illustrating different aspects of the same underlying observation error model.  We 

derive the model structure and then discuss each approach in turn below. 

     Our methods involve direct calculation of Bayesian posterior probabilities (or linear 

multiples thereof) using numerical integration and explicit uniform (uninformative) prior 

probability distributions. 

 

Observation error paradigms: Binomial and Beta-binomial 
     The traditional solutions for estimating sighting probability (re-sighting or removal 

approaches) are often unavailable, particularly in the case of historical data, and we are left 

to estimate the parameters of the observation error distribution directly from the census data.  

It is important in such cases to consider the mechanisms that prevent some individuals from 

being counted.  For example, the sighting probability for pinnipeds within the frame of a 

photograph is essentially 1, and animals are missed because they were not on the rookery at 

the time of the photo.  With rare plants, individuals are missed because they are simply 

difficult to see.  In the case of disease surveys, sick individuals may be asymptomatic and/or 

unaware that they are infected, or they may be aware but reluctant to reveal themselves for a 

variety of reasons.  The consequence is underestimation of the number infected. 
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     In all cases, if individuals are exchangeable (that is, if we can assume that all individuals 

are equally likely to be missed), then the distribution of observed counts is binomial given 

the unknown true population, Ntrue, and the unknown individual sighting probability, P: 
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==== 1,Pr              (1) 

 

     The binomial expected mean and variance are 

 

{ } obstrueobs NPNNE ≈=  (for multiple counts)             (2) 

{ } ( PPNVE trueobs −= 1 )                 (3) 

 

     Thus, the binomial implies a specific relationship between the expected mean and 

variance of the data. 
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     Because (1-P) is less than or equal to 1, the expected variance in binomial data is less 

than or equal to the expected mean. 

     When the probability of detection varies between counts, the variance quickly exceeds the 

mean, resulting in overdispersed data and necessitating a more sophisticated model to 

characterize the variation in P.  This variation comes from a variety of sources.  In the 

pinniped example, the fraction of individuals hauled out at the time of the aerial photo varies 

due to fluctuations in weather, tidal heights, and foraging conditions.  In the case of rare 

plant surveys, variation in P among counts might arise from changing light levels or from 

differences in the success rates of different observers (if different observers perform the 

different censuses).  Sometimes these effects can be estimated using covariate analysis (e.g. 

Mathews and Pendleton 2000, Ver Hoef and Frost 2003, Hayward et al. 2005), but 

considerable unexplained variation in P generally remains. 

     The problem of simultaneously estimating the number of trials and the distribution of the 

probability of success in a binomial process is an exceptionally difficult one (Hilborn and 

Mangel 1997).  The best existing solution is the beta-binomial model (Martz and Waller 
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1982; Evans et al 2000), in which the sighting probability is assumed to follow a beta 

probability density and, conditioned on that, the number of individuals observed is 

binomially distributed with unknown true total number and beta-distributed sighting 

probability. 

     The Beta-binomial distribution has three parameters: Ntrue is the true population size, as 

above; α and β define the Beta distribution of P among censuses.  (Note: We use the 

following shorthand to denote the probability densities of continuous variables.  

 

{ } { dxxXxxX + }≤≤=≈ PrPr ) 
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where  is the gamma function (Abramowitz and Stegun 1974) satisfying the recursion ( )xΓ

 

( ) (xxx Γ=+Γ 1 ) .                 (6) 

 

     The mean of the Beta distribution, or the expectation of P, is 
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     The probability of a particular count given α, β, and Ntrue, or the likelihood of α, β, and 

Ntrue given the count (Hilborn and Mangel 1997) is calculated by integrating the binomial 

across the distribution of P 
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or, equivalently, 
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     The likelihood of all observed counts (k1, k2, k3…kj) given a particular set of parameter 

values is the product of the likelihoods of all observed data 
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     This model structure leads directly to solutions for the three problems mentioned above: I. 

Estimating α, β, and Ntrue simultaneously; II. Estimating α and β by integrating across Ntrue; 

and III. Estimating Ntrue, either using point estimates for α and β or else by integrating across 

them as nuisance parameters. 

 

I. Estimating α, β, and Ntrue simultaneously 

     Bayes’s theorem (Hilborn & Mangel 1997) provides a direct way to calculate posterior 

probability distributions for the parameters from the likelihood, given a set of prior 

probability distributions, denoted here as Pr{α, β, Ntrue}: 
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     The denominator is a normalization constant reflecting the sum of the likelihood across 

the entirety of (infinite) α/β/Ntrue space.  When using uniform prior probability distributions 

for α, β, and Ntrue, the posterior probability is simply proportional to the likelihood defined in 

Eqn 10. 
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     This proportionality of likelihood and posterior probability is a general result whenever 

uniform or asymptotically diffuse priors are used and we seek the joint solution of all 

parameters (that is, there are no nuisance parameters).  Thus, the maximum posterior 

estimates of α, β, and Ntrue are the coordinates of the location in α/β/Ntrue space where Eqn 

10 is maximized.  It is worth noting here that in a similar but simpler problem, uniform 

priors have been shown to give essentially the same result as Jeffrey priors; that is, they are 

both essentially uninformative (Mangel and Beder 1985; see also Akaike 1980). 

     A 95% Bayesian confidence region (again, using uniform priors) can be constructed by 

finding the contour that surrounds 95% of the total posterior probability mass.  In practice, 

the total posterior probability (the denominator in Eqn 11) is calculated using numerical 

integration across the region of α/β/Ntrue parameter space in which the likelihood is 

appreciable (Lee and Lio 1999).  See the Supplement for suggestions regarding the choice of 

upper limits. 

 

II. Estimating α and β 

     When α, β, and Ntrue are unknown but we are only interested in α and β (for example, 

when we need to characterize observation error for a population model), the most logical 

approach is to take the expectation of the likelihood by summing across Ntrue.  The result is 

an “integrated likelihood function” (Kalbfleisch and Sprott 1970).  The calculations differ 

slightly from those above.  Given Ntrue, the posterior probability is 
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     Assuming uniform priors for α and β, this reduces to: 
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     And finally, substituting in the terms from Eqn 10: 
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     This time, the term in the denominator is the likelihood sum across an α/β plane 

conditioned on the value of Ntrue.  Eqn 15 therefore amounts to normalizing the likelihood 

within each α/β plane. 

     After canceling out the binomial coefficient, Eqn 15 reduces to: 
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     The next step is to remove the conditioning on the “nuisance parameter” (Ntrue in this 

case) and calculate the expectation of the posterior probability for α and β given only the 

data (Mangel and Clark 1988).  To do this, we add up the posterior probabilities 

corresponding to all plausible values of Ntrue, weighting each one by the prior probability 

density, Pr{Ntrue = n}. 
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     This is the Bayesian posterior for α and β given only the data.  Note that the posterior is 

not simply proportional to the likelihood defined in Eqn 10 (even if we use uniform priors on 

α, β, and Ntrue), in contrast with the case when we were estimating all three parameters 

simultaneously (Eqns 11, 12). 

     The maximum posterior estimates for α and β are the coordinates of the point at which 

Eqn 17 is maximized.  The Bayesian 95% confidence region is the area around the estimate 

that is bounded by a probability contour containing 95% of the total posterior probability 

mass.  That total is calculated using numerical integration across the region of α/β space in 

which likelihood is appreciable (see Supplement). 

 

III. Estimating Ntrue

     Ntrue can be estimated either with or without prior information regarding α and β.  In both 

cases, the first step is to calculate the Bayesian posterior probability given α and β. 
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     If we are using a uniform prior on Ntrue, this reduces to 
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     Substituting in the terms from Eqn 10, this becomes 
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     This is the posterior probability for Ntrue given α and β and the data.  With Eqn 20, we are 

essentially normalizing the likelihood within the line through α/β/Ntrue space corresponding 

to a given pair of values for α and β. 

     Several of the terms cancel, leaving 
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     In the case when α and β are known, (or when we use their point estimates from Section 

II), the maximum posterior estimate for Ntrue is the value that maximizes Eqn 21. 

     The calculations are slightly different when we wish to estimate Ntrue independent of α 

and β.  Specifically, we must remove the conditioning on these parameters by calculating the 

expectation of the posterior probability.  This involves integrating the posterior (Eqn 21) 

across the range of plausible values for α and β: 
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     Eqn 22 gives the Bayesian posterior for Ntrue given only the data.  This also is not simply 

proportional to the likelihood (Eqn 10). 

     The maximum-posterior estimate for Ntrue is simply the value that maximizes Eqn 22.  If 

we are using uniform priors for α and β, the prior density term, Pr{α ≈ a, β ≈ b}, can be 

omitted because it does not affect the position of the maximum. 

     In both cases (when we hold α and β fixed, and when we take the expectation), the 

Bayesian 95% confidence interval is the area near the peak in which the posterior probability 

exceeds a threshold chosen to include 95% of the total posterior probability mass. 

     As before, these calculations involve numerical integration across a finite region with the 

upper limits chosen to include the range in which the likelihood is appreciable (see the 

Supplement for details). 
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Model Validation using Simulated Data 
     In order to test the model’s accuracy, we produced 100 simulated beta-binomial datasets 

and then estimated α and β according to the methods in Section II.  Each dataset consisted of 

20 simulated counts produced using values for α, β, and Ntrue drawn from uniform random 

distributions with ranges of [1, 20], [1, 20], and [1, 200], respectively.  Figure 1 shows the 

percentage of trials in which the posterior likelihood percentile of the true α and β values fell 

below any given quantile.  (If the model is appropriate and the priors are correctly specified, 

the true values should fall within the nth percentile contour in n% of the trials, for any given 

n). 

 

     The true values fell within the 95th percentile of the posterior likelihood surface in 94 

cases out of 100, which is very close to the expected 95 out of 100.  However, for lower 

percentiles, the model appears to be more accurate than necessary.  This is probably an 

artifact of the fact that the likelihood was calculated by taking the expectation across a broad 

range of Ntrue values, while the true range was limited to [1, 200].  

 

Example: Steller sea lions 

     Eight Steller sea lion counts, from replicate aerial photos of a single rookery in a single 

month, provide a practical application of the approach in Section II, in which we estimated α 

and β, and Section III, in which we derived a probability distribution for Ntrue given Nobs and 

α and β.  Data are from Outer (Pye) Island, June 1992, from the National Marine Mammal 

Laboratory (http://nmml.afsc.noaa.gov/AlaskaEcosystems/sslhome/stellerhome.html).  

 

Day 10 11 13 14 15 17 23 26 
Count 369 391 371 370 477 242 481 319
 

     The variance (5343.5) greatly exceeds the mean (377.5), indicating that there is variation 

in P.  The peak of the posterior probability (Eqn 17) drops from a high of 0.87 in the α/β 

plane corresponding to Ntrue = 481, to less than 0.1% of this value in the plane corresponding 

to Ntrue = 2845 (Figure 1).  Therefore, we sum over the range from 481 to 2845.  Figure 2 

shows the resultant posterior probability surface, with a peak near α = 6, β = 2.  The 95% 

confidence region is large, but the peak is relatively well defined. 
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     These point estimates of α and β produce the Beta distribution shown in Figure 3.  The 

mean sighting probability is 0.75, which agrees well with subjective estimates of the mean 

sighting probability produced by experts in the field (Tim Ragen, pers. comm.). 

     A single observation (Nobs = 406) was made at this rookery in June of 1994, providing an 

opportunity to describe the probability distribution for Ntrue given Nobs, α, and β (Eqn 21).  

This is shown in Figure 4.  The mode of the distribution is 473 and the expectation is 

approximately 609.  The 95% confidence interval, defined as the range around the mode 

containing 95% of the total area under the curve, is [407, 980]. 

 

Conclusions 
     Our method should provide unbiased estimates of the Beta-binomial parameters, even 

with small datasets, although the 95% confidence region can be quite large.  The Steller sea 

lion example - the first real-world test of the approach - appears to produce reasonable 

estimates.  We suggest that this approach is applicable to any system in which each 

individual is counted once or not at all, and the result is an undercount. 
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 1a: Ntrue = 500 

 
 

1b: Ntrue = 1000 
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1c: Ntrue = 2000 

 
 

1d: Ntrue = 4000 

 
Figure 1.  Likelihood contour plots for α and β given several different values of Ntrue, 

calculated using the Steller sea lion data.  The figures show α/β planes corresponding to Ntrue 

= 500 (a), 1000 (b), 2000 (c), and 4000 (d).
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 2a 

 
 

2b 

 
Figure 2.  Posterior probability surface for the Steller sea lion data across the range where 

the summed likelihood is appreciable (a), and at a finer scale (b).  The dotted contour line 

indicates the 95% confidence region. 
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Figure 3.  Beta distribution corresponding to the Bayesian posterior mode values of α = 6 

and β = 2. 

 

 
Figure 4.  Posterior probability distribution for Ntrue given a single observation, Nobs = 406, 

and using fixed values for α and β (that is, α = 6 and β = 2).
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Supplement:  Details regarding the choice of upper limits for summations 

and numerical integrations. 
 

     Several simplifications are necessary in order to make the calculations tractable.  The 

factorials are calculated as gamma densities according to ( )1! +Γ= xx .  The integrations 

across a and b (representing α and β) are approximated numerically.  The upper limits of 

those numerical integrations, and of the summation across n (representing Ntrue), are chosen 

to include the range in which the summed likelihood is appreciable.  Since the likelihood 

functions and posterior probability distributions described in this paper are all unimodal, the 

choice of limits is relatively straightforward. 

 

Choosing the limits 

     Using the method of moments allows us to calculate rough estimates of the parameter 

values (or at least the relationships between parameter values) and narrow our search to the 

parameter space near those estimates, saving considerable computation time.  Specifically, 

the mean ( obsN ) and variance (Vobs) of the observed data provide some information about the 

relationship between α, β, and Ntrue.  Since we have three parameters to estimate, but only 

two moments with which to estimate them, we cannot solve for the parameters outright, but 

we can find relations for any one in terms of another, as shown by the following calculations. 

     The expected mean and variance of the Beta-binomial are 
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We begin by setting obsN  equal to { }obsNE  and V equal to E{Vobs}, and after a bit of algebra 

we arrive at equations for α̂  and  (point estimates of α and β) in terms of Nβ̂ true, given obsN  

and Vobs. 
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     The asymptotic curve defined by Eqns 25 and 26 is clearly visible in Figure 1 as the path 

followed by the likelihood peak in successive α/β planes.  As Ntrue increases to ∞, α̂  

increases to an asymptote at 
obsobs

obs

NV
N
−

2

 and  increases indefinitely. β̂

     This behavior of α and β makes it possible to set reasonable upper limits for these 

parameters when performing the double numerical integrations within α/β planes (given 

Ntrue) that appear in Eqns 13 and 17:  For each value of Ntrue, the likelihood is highest when α 

and β are close to the values predicted by Eqns 25 and 26.  Therefore, a straightforward way 

to limit the search space to a region containing the vast majority of the total probability is to 

sum across the rectangle defined by ( )ββαα ˆ1,ˆ1 rr ≤≤≤≤ , with r chosen to include at 

least 95% of the estimated total likelihood.  In the Steller sea lion example, r=12 was more 

than sufficient for all values of Ntrue considered.  Summation across α/β planes 

corresponding to different values of Ntrue requires bilinear interpolation because the α and/or 

β step size is smaller for lower Ntrue. 

     In other cases, the limits must be found iteratively by repeatedly extending the limit and 

calculating the likelihood or probability sum until it approaches an asymptote, or 

(equivalently) until the marginal value falls below some small fraction of the peak value.  In 

the Steller sea lion example, we set the upper cutoff for Ntrue (in Eqn 17) to the value at 

which the likelihood increment falls below 1% of the cumulative likelihood sum for all lower 

values of Ntrue across the region of interest in α/β space (with the limits of this region chosen 

iteratively to encompass the vast majority of the area where likelihood is appreciable).  This 

method is used to set the range of Ntrue values over which to sum in Eqns 13, 17, 20, 21, 22, 

23, and 24.  A similar approach is used to set the upper limits of α and β in the double 

numerical integrations in Eqns 18 and 22, for which there is no method-of-moments 

approach available. 
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Abstract 
     Millions of dollars and the efforts of countless scientists have failed to produce a 

conclusive “smoking gun” to explain the precipitous decline of Steller sea lions (Eumetopias 

jubatus) in western Alaska since the late 1970s.  We take a novel, spatially and temporally 

detailed approach, using a stochastic population model in which the vital rates (fecundity, 

pup survival, non-pup survival) at a particular rookery in each year are functions of one or 

more local conditions (total prey availability, species composition of available prey, fisheries 

activity, predation risk indices).  These three vital rates and four scaling functions produce 

twelve non-exclusive hypotheses, of which we consider ten (we assume a priori that 

fecundity would not be affected by fishery activities or predation).  The likelihood of all the 

rookery- and year-specific census data is calculated by averaging across sample paths, using 

backwards iteration and a beta-binomial structure for observation error.  We compute the 

joint maximum likelihood estimates (MLE) of all ten parameters (one per hypothesis) and 

construct marginal likelihood curves to examine the support for each effect.  We find strong 

support for a positive effect of total prey availability on pup recruitment, negative effects of 

prey species composition (pollock fraction) on fecundity and pup survival, and a positive 

effect of harbor seal density (our inverse proxy for predation risk) on non-pup survival.  Our 

results suggest a natural framework for adaptive management in which (for example) one 

designates the areas around some of the rookeries as experimental zones in which to make 

fishery quotas contingent upon the results of pre-fishing season survey trawls. 

 

Introduction 
     The population of Steller sea lions (Eumetopias jubatus) in western Alaska has fallen by 

more than 80% since the late 1970’s (Figure 1).  Despite the efforts of many scientists to 

identify a “smoking gun” responsible for the decline, there is still no consensus today (for a 

review, see NRC 2003).  What is known is that the initial decline seems to have involved 
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nutritional stress (Trites and Donnelly 2003) and a drop in juvenile survival (York 1994, 

Holmes and York 2003), whereas the later decline (after about 1990) may have resulted from 

a decline in fecundity (Holmes and York 2003).  There is also a correlation between 

population growth rate and diet diversity among rookeries (Merrick et al. 1997). 

     Numerous hypotheses have been proposed to explain the decline.  Most of these fall into 

five main categories:  I. Insufficient prey availability.  II. Unsuitable prey species 

composition.  III. Direct mortality related to fishing activities.  IV. Enhanced depredation by 

killer whales or sharks.  V. Disease or pathogen outbreaks.  There is some evidence in 

support of each of these, but none is conclusive (NRC 2003). 

     The main problem is that the historical data are both noisy and sparse, leading most 

researchers to sacrifice some useful variation by pooling data across rookeries or across 

years (compare Figures 1 and 2).  The recent NRC (2003) report asserts that “Finer-scale 

spatial analysis of Steller sea lion populations and environmental conditions will be required 

to uncover potential region-specific determinants that are affecting sea lion survival” and 

calls for new modeling approaches that are both spatially and temporally explicit.  Our work 

is aimed squarely at this gap. 

 

The Steller Sea Lion 

     Steller sea lions occupy the north Pacific coastline from central California to Japan.  

Evidence from mitochondrial DNA shows that the population east of 144° W longitude is 

genetically distinct from the population west of that line (Bickham et al. 1998), and an 

analysis of resightings of marked individuals confirms that there is very little exchange of 

breeding individuals between the two regions.  Females tend to return either to their natal 

rookery (about 67% of the time in the western stock) or to a neighboring rookery (Raum-

Suryan et al. 2002). 

     Rookeries are generally located on small, remote islands (Table 1).  Most pups (one per 

pregnant female) are born within a two-month period centered in June (Pitcher et al. 2002), 

and enter the water for the first time when they are 2-4 weeks old (Sandegren 1970).  

Mothers alternate between nursing on land and foraging at sea, leaving the pups behind to 

fend for themselves for 1-2 days at a time (NRC 2003).  Pups depend on their mothers for 

nourishment throughout most the first year, during which time they gradually learn to forage 

and become proficient at diving.  Maximum dive depth increases from 70 m at 6 months of 

age to 140 m at 12 months (Rehberg et al. 2001) and 250 m in adults (Merrick and Loughlin 

1997). 
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     After they wean, but before they become proficient at deep diving and catching fast-

swimming fish, pups may rely heavily upon slow-moving, easily captured prey, including 

shrimp (Hansen 1997).  The abundance of such prey species could be important in 

determining the recruitment success of pups (Merrick and Loughlin 1997). 

     Steller sea lions are largely opportunistic foragers keying in on locally and temporally 

aggregated prey (including Walleye pollock, herring, eulachon, salmon and Pacific cod), 

although they may display some prey preference under certain conditions.  Walleye pollock 

(Theragra chalcogramma) are currently the principal diet component for both the Western 

and Eastern stocks (Anderson and Blackburn 2002; Alverson 1992).  Other important prey 

species include Atka mackerel (Pleurogrammus monopterygius), Pacific cod (Gadus 

macrocephalus), and Pacific herring (Clupea pallasi). 

     The Steller sea lion decline in western Alaska was preceded by declines in the 

populations of Northern fur seals, Callorhinus ursinus, and Pacific harbor seals, Phoca 

vitulina, occupying the same region.  The causes of these declines remain similarly 

unexplained (Merrick 1997).  One possibility is that killer whales, Orcinus orca, have 

depleted the most profitable prey types over time and progressively expanded their diet to 

include less and less profitable prey.  This controversial “diet breadth” hypothesis has 

received considerable attention recently (Springer et al 2003; Wade et al 2003; DeMaster et 

al. 2006).  Our work separates plausibility and evidential weight in support of this and all 

other hypotheses considered. 

     While estimates of the eastern population of Steller sea lions have been growing slowly 

since survey methods were standardized in the 1970’s, the estimates of the size of the 

western population have fallen by more than 80 percent.  The initial decline was 

characterized by a loss of about 15% of the population per year (Figure 1), accompanied by 

reduced size-at-age and other symptoms of nutritional stress (Calkins et al. 1998; Castellini 

1993).  After 1989 or so, the rate of decline slowed to about 5% per year (Sease and 

Loughlin 1999), and the available evidence suggests that animals in the western population 

were actually in better condition than those in the growing eastern population (Andrews et al. 

2002).  The western stock was listed as Endangered in 1997. 

 

Methods 
     We used Steller sea lion counts available on the Alaska Fisheries Science Center 

(AFSC)/National Marine Mammal Laboratory’s online database at 

http://nmml.afsc.noaa.gov/AlaskaEcosystems/sslhome/stellerhome.html. 
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     Our approach is to confront alternative models with the data and rank them according to 

their ability to reproduce it (Hilborn and Mangel 1997).  That is, we do not subscribe to a 

particular hypothesis and set out to evaluate our idea in isolation.  Rather, we seek to 

understand the role of multiple mechanisms in the decline of the Steller sea lion. 

     Of the numerous hypotheses that have been proposed to explain the decline of the western 

population (Ferrero and Fritz 2002), we consider a subset for which sufficient data are 

available to apply appropriate analytical and statistical methods (Table 2): 

 

H1-H3:  Hypotheses related to Prey Quantity 
     According to hypotheses H1 through H3, low abundance of groundfish and other prey 

causes local fecundity (H1), pup recruitment (H2), or non-pup survival probability (H3) to be 

diminished.  Specifically, we assume that termination of pregnancy (H1) or else starvation 

(H2, H3) occurs if a sea lion fails to find prey for a certain number of days, which we will 

call the maximum shortfall period, S.  Since very little solid information is available 

regarding the lengths of the shortfall periods corresponding to each vital rate, we used rough 

figures of S1 = 14 days, S2 = 7 days, and S3 = 21 days in the calculations for H1, H2, and H3, 

respectively.  The 1-week maximum fasting period for recruiting pups and the 3-week period 

for non-pups were chosen because they are slightly longer than typical fasting durations 

observed in the field (Rea et al. 2000, Dawn Noren pers. comm.) or imposed by researchers 

on captive animals (Trites and Porter 2002, Rosen and Trites 2002).  The 2-week period for 

termination of pregnancy falls in between the other two, reflecting the assumptions that (1) a 

pregnant female has more energy stores than a pup, and (2) she would sooner terminate her 

pregnancy than starve.  Intake rate certainly affects body condition, and body condition is 

known to affect the birth rate of pregnant Steller sea lions (Pitcher et al. 1998). 

     We seek a scaling function, nω , by which to multiply each “background” or pre-decline 

vital rate to account for each hypothesis (n = 1, 2, 3) and the local conditions.  Our approach 

is first to calculate the daily probability that a sea lion fails to find food, and then to calculate 

the probability that an animal manages to survive through “winter” (a period of 180 days) 

without experiencing a sequence of consecutive unsuccessful foraging days exceeding its 

maximum fasting period.  For the first part, we assume that prey encounters are Poisson-

distributed (Hilborn and Mangel 1997), and the daily probability of zero prey encounters at 

rookery i during year t,  Prn{no prey|i,t}, is therefore 
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{ } ( ) nprey cti
n etipreyno /,,Pr λ−=                 (1) 

 

where λprey(i,t) is prey density expressed as total prey biomass (excluding pollock - see H4-

H6 below) recovered per unit volume of standardized trawling effort within the foraging area 

aound rookery i during year t, and cn is a tunable parameter for hypothesis n representing the 

increment in prey density required to increase the daily encounter rate by a unit amount. 

     For the second part, we use backward induction to calculate the probability of surviving 

winter without experiencing any fatal shortfalls.  This iterative calculation starts at the end of 

the season and moves backwards through time, effectively considering all possible 

combinations of 180 successful or unsuccessful foraging days.  Given any date d and hunger 

state x (days since last meal), the probability of avoiding fatal shortfalls for the remainder of 

the season,  is ( )tidxFn ,,, ,
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     (As above, the subscript n indicates that hypothesis n is being considered). 

     At the last iteration, we arrive at Fn(0,1,i,t), which is the probability of surviving from the 

beginning to the end of the season.  This is the scaling factor we use to reduce the 

background fecundity or survival rates according to local conditions and hypotheses H1 

through H3: 

 

( ) ( )tiFti nn ,,1,0, =ω                  (3) 

 

     The scaling factors ω1, ω2, and ω3 correspond to hypotheses H1, H2, and H3, 

respectively.  The function nω  somewhat resembles a Type III functional response (Holling 

1959) with respect to local prey density, ( )tiprey ,λ  (Figure 3a). 

     Note that if , then Pr0=nc n{no prey|i,t}=0 and ( ) 1, =tinω , so that the background vital 

rate is multiplied by 1 and hypothesis Hn has no effect.  Our ultimate goal is to determine 

whether our estimate for each cn parameter is significantly different from zero. 

     We estimated local prey abundance for each rookery/year combination from the National 

Marine Fisheries Service’s (NMFS) groundfish survey data by calculating the total Catch Per 
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Unit Effort (CPUE) of all relevant prey species in trawls conducted within 300 km of the 

rookery in that year (Figure 4a).  The 300 km cutoff, which was first used by Gerber and 

van Blaricom (2001), is intended to encompass the full foraging range of a Steller sea lion.  

Areas within 300 km of a rookery but requiring more than a 300-km swim to reach (because 

of an intervening land mass) are excluded.  Data from the twelve months leading up to a 

breeding season (July 1-June 30) are relevant to the survival rates through that period and the 

fecundity rate at the end of it. 

     In the calculation of ( tiprey , )λ , we included ten prey taxa that were described as 

“dominant,” “important,” or “most common” prey types (excluding walleye pollock) in a 

review of Steller sea lion diet studies in the 2001 SSL restricted areas Supplemental 

Environmental Impact Statement, available at 

http://www.fakr.noaa.gov/sustainablefisheries/seis/sslpm/final/.  The ten prey types are listed 

in Table 3. 

 

H4-H6:  Hypotheses related to Prey Quality 
     According to H4, H5, and H6, fecundity, pup recruitment, and non-pup survival 

probability (respectively) are decreasing functions of the fraction of pollock in the 

environment.  Specifically, starvation (H5, H6) or termination of pregnancy (H4) occur with 

higher probability where prey other than pollock are relatively scarce. 

     These hypotheses are based on the observations that: (1) high fractions of pollock in the 

environment correlate with poor performance by Steller sea lions (e.g. Merrick et al. 1997, 

Rosen and Trites 2000), and (2) the pollock fraction has grown enormously since the mid-

1970’s.  The exact mechanism for the negative impact is unclear.  One possibility is that 

pollock are a poor food source, but the opportunistically foraging sea lions eat them anyway 

(Alverson 1992).  Another possibility is that sea lions (particularly pups and juveniles) 

cannot (or will not) catch pollock, and they require other, more nutritious or more easily 

captured prey whose abundance scales inversely with the pollock fraction.  However, 

hypotheses H1/H2/H3 are designed to evaluate this possibility independently. 

     We model hypotheses 4-6 by multiplying the background vital rates by the fraction of 

non-pollock prey in the local environment (estimated from the NMFS groundfish survey 

trawl data), raised to some power, cn (Figure 3b): 

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

nc

pollockprey

prey
n titi

ti
ti ⎟

⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛

+
=

,,
,

,
λλ

λ
ω                (4) 
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     If cn = 0, then ( ) 1, =tinω  and the pollock fraction has no effect on the corresponding vital 

rate.  If cn = 1, the effect is linear between the two extremes, with the vital rate of interest 

unaffected at 0% pollock and completely suppressed at 100% pollock.  Values greater than 1 

indicate strong suppression of the vital rate whenever pollock represents a significant 

fraction of the total biomass in the environment. 

     We calculated local pollock fractions from the NMFS groundfish survey data described 

above (Figure 4b).  Note that our methods do not require or imply any particular mechanism 

for the shift toward a pollock-dominated ecosystem.  We simply use the trawl data as an 

input in the model, without addressing the ongoing controversy regarding relative 

contributions of climate change and fishing activities to the shift. 

 

H7, H8:  Hypotheses related to Fishing Activity 
     Hypotheses H7 and H8 posit that survival probability of pups (H7) or non-pups (H8) is a 

decreasing function of local fishing intensity.  These hypotheses reflect the observation that 

lethal interactions with commercial fishing boats do occur and may be locally important.  

Incidental mortality (typically entanglement in fishing gear) was recently estimated to be 

killing less than 100 animals per year (Perez and Loughlin 1991; Loughlin and York 2002), 

but at certain times and in certain places (e.g. the Shelikov Strait trawl fishery in the late 

1970’s and early 1980’s), it was probably a much bigger problem (NRC 2003).  Deliberate 

shooting became illegal after 1990, but anecdotal reports suggest that it still occurs (NRC 

2003).  The magnitudes of these impacts are not well known, but they might be expected to 

scale with the number of fishing events (gear deployments) that occur near each rookery. 

     We assume that there is some mortality rate cn (n = 7,8) per gear deployment within 20 

km of a rookery and compute the probability of not dying in μ(i,t) gear encounters.  We 

therefore model Hypotheses 7 and 8 by reducing survival rates (from the background levels) 

according to the following function (Figure 3c): 

 

( ) ( ) ( )ti
nn cti ,1, μω −=                  (5) 

 

     The number of fishing gear deployments within 20 km of each rookery (Figure 4c) was 

calculated by Daniel Hennen (Alaska Sea Life Center, PO Box 1329, Seward, AK 99664-

1329) using commercial groundfish fishery observer data provided by NMFS and observer 
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coverage correction factors from a variety of sources (see Hennen 2006 for details).  The 20-

km cutoff is the radius at which Hennen previously found the strongest negative correlation 

between fishing activity and long-term SSL population trends at individual rookeries 

(Hennen 2006).  The data are pooled across two time periods: 1977-1991 and 1991-2000. 

 

H9, H10:  Hypotheses related to Predation Mortality 
     According to the final two hypotheses, survival probability of sea lions declines when 

local harbor seal density falls below a critical threshold and their predators (particularly 

Killer whales, Orcinus orca) expand their diet to include Steller sea lion pups (H9) or non-

pups (H10). 

     Hypotheses 9 and 10 are motivated by optimal foraging theory (Stephens and Krebs 1986, 

Clark and Mangel 2000):  When an optimal forager encounters a given prey type, it is 

predicted to accept the item only if its profitability meets or exceeds the expected long-term 

intake rate of a diet including all more profitable prey types.  When the more profitable prey 

are scarce, less profitable prey are predicted to be included in the diet.  In the case of killer 

whales, Steller sea lions are predicted to be included in the diet when the density of harbor 

seals (a more profitable prey type) falls below a threshold (Mangel and Wolf 2006). 

     The range of the sea lions’ western population is known to host a large population of 

Killer whales, Orcinus orca.  Of these, a substantial number (certainly more than 100) 

belong to the “transient” race (Barrett-Lennard et al. 1995), whose diet consists mainly of 

marine mammals, including Steller sea lions (Matkin et al. 2002).  Unfortunately, very little 

is known about the spatial or temporal distribution of these whales.  What is known (from 

killer whale intake rates) is that as few as 27 male or 40 female killer whales switching to a 

100% sea lion diet would have consumed enough animals to cause the observed decline 

(Williams et al. 2004). 

     For the purposes of our simple model, we assume that pup survival (in H9) and/or non-

pup survival (in H10) decrease(s) when harbor seal numbers at rookery i in year t, h(i,t), fall 

below a critical level, hcrit (Figure 3d): 

 

( )
( )

( ) ⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧

−
>

=
otherwisec

htihif
ti

n

crit
n 1

,1
,ω                (6) 
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     If killer whale predation is a significant source of mortality for Steller sea lions, the 

average density of harbor seals around sea lion rookeries with rising populations should be 

higher than that around rookeries with falling populations.  The critical harbor seal density is 

predicted to lie in between these two distributions.  We therefore estimate hcrit as 4500, 

which is close to the midpoint between the harbor seal density averages for sea lion rookeries 

with rising and falling populations (Figure 5).  For further details, see Mangel and Wolf 

(2006). 

     Our estimates of harbor seal density (Figure 4d) came from online NMFS/AFSC marine 

mammal stock assessments and reports (Angliss and Lodge 2002; Withrow et al. 2000, 2001, 

2002), a Marine Mammal Commission report (Hoover-Miller 1994), and eight journal 

articles (Boveng et al. 2003; Small et al. 2003; Pitcher 1990; Jemison and Kelly 2001; Frost 

et al. 1999; Bailey and Faust 1980; Everitt and Braham 1980; and Mathews and Pendleton 

2000).  We constructed time series for nine regions and then estimated harbor seal 

abundance near each sea lion rookery as the sum of all nine region totals, each multiplied by 

the fraction of its seals estimated to be within 300 km of swimming distance from the 

rookery.  We estimated the harbor seal non-pup total for a calendar year (using numbers 

from June and July, or occasionally August) and applied this estimate to the sea lion survival 

rates in the 12 months leading up to June 30 of that year. 

 

The Population Model: Two Age Classes, Three Vital Rates 

     We assume that the population dynamics can be satisfactorily described in terms of 2 age 

classes: pups (age 0-1) and non-pups.  We follow York (1994) in considering only females 

and assume a 50-50 sex ratio (NRC 2003).  Thus, the underlying variables are: 

 

  J(i,t) = Number of female pups at rookery i in year t. 

  Ntrue(i,t) = Number of female non-pups at rookery i in year t.         (7) 

 

     We assume that the number of pups observed equals J(i,t) but that the number of non-

pups observed, Nobs(i,t), is less than or equal to the actual number of non-pups, Ntrue(i,t), 

following a beta-binomial distribution (Martz and Waller 1982; Evans et al. 2000). 

 

{ } ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )βαβα

βαβα
βα

ΓΓ++Γ
+Γ−+Γ+Γ

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
==

true

truetrue
trueobs N

kNk
k

N
NkN ,,Pr            (8) 
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     Using Likelihood estimation based on eight replicate counts from a single rookery 

(Outer/Pye Island) in 1992, we estimate that α = 6 and β = 2 (Wolf and Mangel, 

unpublished). 

     Because the breeding season is relatively compressed and the population size is small, we 

assume discrete time dynamics and no density dependence.  In that case, there are three 

fundamental parameters at rookery i in year t: 

 

ρi,t= Probability of pup recruitment, survival from birth to non-pup status at age 1 

 σi,t = Probability of non-pup survival from year t to year t+1          (9) 

 φi,t = Per capita probability for non-pups of successful reproduction in year t. 

 

     We set fixed background values for these parameters (denoted by ρ0, σ0, and φ0) that are 

modified by local conditions according to parameterized functions reflecting each 

hypothesis.  We estimated the background values from life tables based on data collected on 

the Marmot Island rookery (Calkins and Pitcher 1982) and used by Pascual and Adkison 

(1994) and York (1994), with corrections in Holmes and York (2003).  The annual growth 

rate of a population using the original life table is slightly more than 1%.  Since our model 

lumps together all age classes above 1 year, we calculate σ0 and φ0 by integrating the 

survival and fecundity probabilities across all non-pup classes in the stable age distribution 

produced by the life table and find 

 

ρ0 = 0.776 

σ0 = 0.858               (10) 

φ0 = 0.197 

 

     This fecundity estimate accounts for only about 50% of the pups being female (York 

1994, NRC 2003) and for about 45% of the non-pup population being juvenile (Holmes and 

York 2003).  We also scale down the non-pup counts by a factor of 0.75 to account for the 

fact that only about 75% of the non-pups on rookeries are female. 

     As discussed individually above, each vital rate scaling function ( )tin ,ω  (corresponding 

to hypothesis Hn) contains a parameter, cn, that is unknown, but which we assume is constant 

across all rookeries and years and which we intend to estimate from the data.  The local 

value of each vital rate (ρi,t, σi,t, or φi,t) is calculated by multiplying the maximum potential 
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rate (ρ0, σ0, or φ0) by all the relevant scaling functions.  For each hypothesis, we want to 

know whether the value of cn is significantly different from zero, which would indicate that 

the data support the hypothesis.  The ten hypotheses and their functional forms are 

summarized in Table 2. 

 

Putting it all together 

     The ‘full’ model, which accounts for all 10 hypotheses, is one in which the life history 

parameters take the form: 

 

   φ(i,t) = φ0ω1(i,t)ω4 (i, t)  

   ρ(i,t) = ρ0ω2 (i, t)ω5 (i, t)ω7(i, t)ω9 (i,t)            (11) 

   σ(i, t) = σ 0ω3 (i,t)ω 6(i, t)ω8(i, t)ω10(i, t)  
 

Calculating the Likelihood 

     Starting with the beta-binomial observation error distribution and a two-life-stage 

stochastic population model employing the local vital rates, we calculate the probability of 

observing the sequence of reported pup and non-pup counts at a particular rookery, given (1) 

relevant local conditions, and (2) a particular set of parameter values (c1, c2... c10) in the 

hypothesized equations.  We find this probability using backwards iteration and by taking 

the average across many possible true population trajectories that each could have produced 

the observed sequence of census data.  Details are below. 

 

Accounting for Process Uncertainty 

     Each of the life history parameters describes a transition probability between 0 and 1.  

The probability distributions for true numbers of non-pups and pups at time t, given the 

numbers at t-1, are computed from the associated binomial distributions.  In this section, for 

simplicity, we drop subscripts and use N(t) instead of Ntrue(i,t).  If we let ( ) ( ){ }1Pr −tNtN  

denote the probability that the true non-pup population in year t is N(t) given that the non-

pup population in year t-1 was N(t-1), then 

 

( ) ( ){ }1Pr −tNtN  
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     Equation 12 is a convolution of binomials that accounts for all the possible permutations 

of surviving non-pups (s = 0,1,2...N(t-1)) and recruiting newborn pups (N(t)-s) that could 

have produced N(t) non-pups at time t, given N(t-1) non-pups at time t-1.  The transition 

probabilities are σ and φρ, respectively. 

     If the number of pups at time t-1 is known, then we do not need to sum across possible 

pup numbers, and Equation 12 becomes 

 

( ) ( ) ( ){ }1,1Pr −−= tJtNntN  
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     Finally, the probability distribution for pups given the number of non-pups at time t is a 

single binomial: 

 

{ } ( ) )()()( 1
)(
)(

)()(Pr tJtNtJ

tJ
tN

tNtJ −−⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
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⎝

⎛
= φφ               (14) 

 

Averaging Across Population Trajectories 

     We want to find the values of c1, c2...c10 that give the highest likelihood of observing all 

the reported SSL counts, using all of the data at hand.  To calculate this likelihood, we take 

advantage of the rules of probability.  In particular, if Pr{A|B} indicates the probability of the 

event A, given the event B, then (Mangel and Clark 1988) 

 

{ } { } { }∑=
C

BCCABA PrPrPr                 (15) 

 

where the sum is taken over all the events (or states) C that can occur between B and A. 

In physics, this approach is known as path integration (Schulman 1981) and was first made 

very useful by Richard Feynman in his formulation of quantum mechanics (Feynman 1948).  

For that reason, we call it the method of ‘thinking along sample paths’. 
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     We illustrate the ideas in Figure 6.  We begin with a series of censuses, not necessarily in 

consecutive years (Figure 6a).  Associated with each census (represented by the solid dot in 

Figure 6a) is a probability distribution for the true number of non-pups, which is larger than 

the observed number (as discussed previously).  We now recognize (Figure 6b) that there is 

a very large number of trajectories of population size that might connect the census values.  

Our approach is essentially to calculate the expectation of the likelihood across all possible 

trajectories. 

 

Looking Backward 

     The likelihood associated with a particular set of parameter values is estimated as the 

product of the likelihoods for all rookeries.  The likelihood for an individual rookery is 

calculated using backwards iteration, which is an efficient way to consider many different 

possible “sample paths” simultaneously.  First, we consider a range of possible values for 

Ntrue(T), the true number of non-pups at the time of the latest available census, and calculate, 

for the given combination of parameters, the probability of observing the reported non-pup 

and pup counts (Nobs(T) and J(T)) given Ntrue(T) using Equations 8 and 14, respectively.  

Second, we move to the previous year (T-1) and use Equation 12 or 13 to calculate, for a 

range of possible Ntrue(T-1), the probability of making the transition to each Ntrue(T) value 

considered in the first step.  For each value of Ntrue(T-1), the likelihood of observing J(T) and 

Nobs(T) is the sum of the probabilities calculated in the first step, weighted by the integrated 

binomial probabilities corresponding to each possible transition from Ntrue(T-1) to Ntrue(T).  

Formally expressed, we have 

( ) ( ) ( ){ }1,Pr −TNTNTJ trueobs  

( ) ( ){ } ( ) ( ){ } ( ) ( ){[ ]
( )

∑
∞

=

=−===
TNn

truetruetruetrueobs
obs

nTNTJTNnTNnTNTN Pr1PrPr }           (16) 

 

where 

( ) ( ){ nTNTN trueobs =Pr } is calculated using Equation 8, 

( ) ( ){ 1Pr −= TNnTN truetrue } is calculated using Equation 12 or 13, and 

( ) ( ){ nTNTJ true =Pr } is calculated using Equation 14. 
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     We carried out the summation in Equation 16 using steps of 20 over the range from 

Nobs(T) to 8507, with this upper limit set to the highest estimated female non-pup count 

(6380) multiplied by a factor of (α+β)/α (the inverse of the mean of the beta distribution).  

We chose a step size of 20 for Ntrue in order to minimize computer run-time without 

noticeably altering the shape of the output likelihood curves. 

     Analogous procedures were used to calculate the probabilities of observing all reported 

counts from T-2 onwards, given a range of possible values for Ntrue(T-2).  Then the process is 

repeated for T-3, T-4, etc. until we reach the earliest recorded census at tstart. 

     Model likelihood for a single rookery is calculated as the average of the likelihoods of all 

possible trajectories starting at each possible combination of observed true pup and unknown 

non-pup numbers, J(tstart) and Ntrue(tstart).  The equal weight given to each trajectory 

likelihood in this average reflects our use of a flat (uniform) prior probability distribution for 

the unknown Ntrue(tstart).  Overall model likelihood is calculated as the product of the 

likelihoods from all rookeries. 

     The likelihood of a model with parameters c1, c2...c10 given the census data is then: 
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     We search the 10-dimensional parameter space to find the joint MLE (maximum 

likelihood estimate) and then calculate the marginal likelihood curve for each parameter by 

taking the average across the other 9 dimensions (Hilborn and Mangel 1997).  Acoording to 

Bayes’ theorem, the resultant marginal likelihood may be normalized and interpreted as a 

posterior probability if we assume an implicit uniform prior for each parameter.  This allows 

us to calculate a confidence interval around the MLE value, which we use to determine 

whether each parameter is significantly different from zero. 

     We will say that the data provide strong support for a hypothesis if the MLE of the 

parameter associated with that hypothesis is non-zero and its confidence interval does not 

include zero.  If the MLE is 0, the data provide no support for the hypothesis.  Furthermore, 

we classify the supported hypotheses as having a strong effect or a moderate effect, 
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depending upon how the MLE value of the parameter affects the predicted population 

dynamics of Steller sea lions. 

 

Missing production: An alternative way to look at the decline and the hypotheses 

 

     Using the background vital rates (Equation 10) and a deterministic version of the two-

stage population model, we can calculate the expected number of animals in year t, given the 

number that were counted in the previous year.  The difference between this and the number 

actually counted in year t is the number of missing non-pups, M0(i,t), which is what we hope 

to explain. 

 

( ) ( )( ) ( )tiNtiNtiM obsobs ,1,, 0000 −+−= σρφ               (18) 

 

     We expand this method to non-census years by using log-linear interpolation to estimate 

Nobs between censuses.  Then we can plot the estimate of missing animals for each rookery 

and every year, producing a “landscape” of missing animals.  After we have MLE values for 

all ten cn parameters, we can estimate the number of animals lost due to all hypothesized 

effects: 

 

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )titititiNtiNtiM obsobs ,,1,1,1,, 00010...3,2,1 σρφσρφ +−−−+−=           (19) 

 

where φ(i,t), ρ(i,t), and σ(i,t) are as defined in Equation 11. 

     The lost production due to individual effects may be calculated by setting all other nω  

values (in Equation 11) to 1, which is equivalent to setting the respective cn values to zero. 

 

Differences from a previous version of the model 

     This work is an extension of an earlier model (Wolf et al. 2006) that used more general 

functional forms for H1-H3 and H7-H8 and a less precise dataset for fishery activity, along 

with many other minor differences.  The previous analysis also differed in using profile 

likelihoods rather than full marginal likelihoods.  The current approach has benefited greatly 

from numerous comments we received in response to the earlier model (though the main 

conclusions are essentially unchanged). 
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Results 
     We find strong support for four hypotheses: H2, H4, H5, and H10.  The MLE values of 

the corresponding parameters (c2, c4, c5, and c10) are all nonzero and none of their 95% 

confidence intervals include zero (Table 4).  The marginal log-likelihood plots for these 

parameters are shown in Figure 7.  The data do not support any of the other six hypotheses 

(MLE values for c1, c3, c6, c7, c8, and c9 are all zero). 

     Figures 8a, 8b, 8c, and 8d show the vital rate scaling functions for H2, H4, H5, and H10 

using the corresponding MLE values of c2, c4, c5, and c10, respectively. 

     In Table 5, we give the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and AIC Weight for five of 

the most likely model configurations.  The model including H2, H4, H5, and H10 carries 

98% of the total weight, and essentially all the remaining weight is carried by the model 

including H2, H5, and H10. 

 

Missing production 

     Figure 9 shows the “landscape” of missing animals according to the background vital 

rates (Equation 18).  This is the pattern we wish to explain.  Figure 10 shows the expected 

landscape of missing animals according to the combined effects of H2, H4, H5, and H10, 

calculated using the MLE values of c2, c4, c5, and c10.  The visual correspondence between 

these two figures shows how well our model fits the data. 

     We can also separate the different factors, calculating the impact of each supported effect 

in isolation.  The equations for lost production due to H2, H4, H5, and H10 (Figures 11a, b, 

c, and d, respectively) are: 

 

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )02000002 ,1,1,, σωρφσρφ +−−+−= titiNtiNtiM obsobs            (20) 

 

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )00400004 1,1,1,, σρωφσρφ +−−−+−= titiNtiNtiM obsobs            (21) 

 

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )05000005 ,1,1,, σωρφσρφ +−−+−= titiNtiNtiM obsobs            (22) 

 

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )titiNtiNtiM obsobs ,1,1,, 1000000010 ωσρφσρφ +−−+−=            (23) 

 

     The formula for the combined effect of all four (Figure 10) is 
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( )tiM ,10,5,4,2  

( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )tititititiNtiN obsobs ,,,1,1,1, 10052040000 ωσωωρωφσρφ +−−−+−=          (24) 

 

Discussion 
     The strong message of ecology is that the world changes and that the reasons for change 

are manifold.  Thus, rather than trying to ‘prove’ one mechanism, we should recognize that 

multiple mechanisms will almost always be at work, and we should ask how to weigh the 

importance of different mechanisms.  It is this approach that we’ve taken in understanding 

the decline of the western population of Steller sea lions.  Based on the best set of data 

examined to date, we conclude that: 

 

     There is good evidence for two strong effects:

 H2: Prey availability affects pup recruitment 

 H5: Pollock fraction in the environment affects pup recruitment; 

 

     and two moderate effects: 

H4: Pollock fraction in the environment affects fecundity 

H10: Harbor seal density (predation) affects non-pup survival 

 

We found no evidence for any of the other six effects considered: 

H1: Prey availability affects fecundity 

H3: Prey availability affects non-pup survival 

H6: Pollock fraction in the environment affects non-pup survival 

H7: Fishery activity affects pup recruitment 

H8: Fishery activity affects non-pup survival 

H9: Harbor seal density (predation) affects pup recruitment 

 

     Virtually all of the AIC weight (98%) is assigned to the model with H2, H4, H5, and H10, 

suggesting that these four hypotheses (or analogous ones that have the same apparent 

behavior) are sufficient to explain the decline.  There is always the possibility that, if we had 

included additional hypotheses beyond the ten tested in this paper, we might have found 

others with significant support from these data.  Nevertheless, we believe that we have tested 

the hypotheses that represent all of the current ‘best guesses’ with sufficient rookery-scale 
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data to permit their evaluation. 

     As shown in Figure 11, each of the four supported hypotheses corresponds to a different 

pattern of impact.  H2 and H5 have by far the strongest effects, but the other two are also 

important at certain rookeries and in certain years.  There is some spatial and temporal 

overlap between the impacts of the different factors, but as the figures show and the AIC 

analysis confirms, all four are necessary to approximate the observed pattern of the decline 

in Figure 9. 

     These results are not unexpected (indeed, each of the 10 hypotheses is plausible and has 

been proposed at some point, with associated supporting data).  What our work has done is to 

use the weight of the evidence, when all plausible hypotheses are competing, to find those 

that win the competition. 

 

Mechanisms 

     The pattern of lost production across time and space (Figure 9) reveals a startling degree 

of spatial and temporal heterogeneity in the decline that was completely obscured in the 

composite dataset (Figure 1).  The “landscapes” of missing animals associated with each 

effect (Figure 11) drive home the point that different factors can be important in different 

places and at different times.  Rather than a single smoking gun, we have four.  But what are 

the actual mechanisms underling each effect? 

     H2 (prey abundance affects pup recruitment) suggests a simple mechanism: Low 

abundance of prey (excluding pollock) leads to diminished pup recruitment rates, 

presumably because pups are less adept at catching prey than older sea lions and more likely 

to experience a foraging shortfall. 

     The mechanisms behind H4 (pollock fraction affects fecundity) and H5 (pollock fraction 

affects pup recruitment) are more ambiguous.  This is because a high fraction of pollock in 

the environment can result either from high pollock abundance or from low non-pollock 

abundance, implying two alternative mechanisms.  In the first mechanism, overabundance of 

pollock leads to overconsumption of this low-quality food, causing malnutrition, which 

impacts fecundity or pup survival probabilities.  In the second mechanism, the real problem 

would be that pups or pregnant females require a particular prey type that scales inversely 

with pollock, and they risk starvation when it is in short supply.  However, as mentioned 

previously, we would expect this effect to appear primarily as support for H1 or H2.  

Therefore, we conclude that the observed support for H4 and H5 is more indicative of a 

problem with too much pollock, rather than too little non-pollock.   
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     H10 has a small but significant effect, reducing annual survival of non-pups by about 2% 

only at sea lion rookeries where the local harbor seal population is below 4500 individuals.  

We have suggested a mechanism involving optimal prey switching by killer whales 

(Equation 6; see also Mangel and Wolf 2006), but we acknowledge that there may be 

alternative explanations for the association of low harbor seal numbers with negative 

population growth in Steller sea lions (Figure 5).  The topic has already generated 

considerable controversy (for a recent review, see DeMaster et al. 2006). 

 

Synergy 

     Our finding of strong support for both H2 and H5 suggests a possible synergy between 

the effects of low prey availability and high pollock fraction on pup survival:  In light of the 

limited digestive capacity of pups and the low energy density of pollock (Rosen and Trites 

2000, 2004), it seems quite plausible that a series of unsuccessful foraging bouts broken only 

by encounters with pollock would prove fatal.  Even if they ate pollock until they were full, 

the young sea lions might not be able to “recharge” themselves under these conditions.  This 

idea agrees well with that proposed by Rosen and Trites (2004). 

 

Adaptive management 

     Keeping in mind that the true role of a model such as ours is to direct further research, our 

results suggest an adaptive management plan in which one designates the areas around some 

of the rookeries as experimental zones where the fishery quotas are contingent upon the 

results of pre-fishing-season survey trawls.  One might envision a series of treatments: 

 • Rookeries around which fishing occurs (control type 1). 

 • Rookeries around which no fishing occurs (control type 2) 

 • Rookeries around which fishing is reduced or prohibited if the total prey biomass  

  in the pre-season zone is below a critical threshold (determined by c2). 

 • Rookeries around which a directed pollock fishery occurs if the pre-season survey 

  suggests pollock fraction is above a critical threshold (determined by c5). 

 

     This combination of rookery types would allow sufficient variation in treatment, which is 

crucial in adaptive management (Parma et al. 1998, MRAG Americas 2002).  Sea lion vital 

rates would be monitored in the same areas to see if the management plan is having a 

positive effect.  Our model could be adapted to simulate forward and suggest a time scale 

over which results might be expected to appear. 
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     Our results also suggest a form of “adaptive observation”:  Identify rookeries with high 

numbers and low numbers of harbor seals (regardless of the number of sea lions).  The 

prediction of H10 is that the per-capita attack rate of killer whales on sea lions will be higher 

around rookeries where harbor seal densities are low.  Careful monitoring of killer whale 

attack rates would provide a natural test of Hypothesis 10.  If the prediction is not confirmed 

(that is, if low harbor seal numbers are associated with declining sea lions, but not with 

elevated Killer whale attack rates), then there must be some other factor to explain the 

observed correspondence between low harbor seals and declining sea lions (Figure 5). 

 

Conclusions 
     The question “Is it food?” has been asked a number of times in the context of the decline 

of Steller sea lions.  As with most questions in biology, we shall never be able to ‘prove’ that 

it is food.  However, we conclude that the weight of the current evidence is that it is indeed 

food – and both the quantity and quality of the food matters.  The more recent question “Is it 

killer whale predation?” can be answered too: Yes, but only at times and places where the 

harbor seal density is low. 
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Table 1.  Steller sea lion rookery locations, in order from west to east.  The two-letter codes 

are used to identify each rookery in the space-time plots.  The first 34 rookeries are in the 

western population.  The last 3 are part of the eastern population, in SE Alaska, and their 

data were not used in this study. 

 Rookery (W to E) 
North 
Latitude

West 
Longitude Years of SSL census data 

AW Attu/Cape Wrangell 52.91667 187.54083 98, 02 
AG Agattu 52.38567 186.4695 79, 88-90 
KC Kiska/Cape St. Stephen 51.88334 182.79416 79, 89, 90, 94, 98, 02 
KL Kiska/Lief Cove 51.95333 182.65884 79, 85, 89, 90, 94, 98, 02 
AY Ayugadak 51.756 181.595 79, 85, 90, 94, 98, 02 
AM Amchitka/Column Rock 51.53867 181.17867 79, 90, 94, 98, 02 
SP Semisopochnoi/Pochnoi 51.955 180.23334 94, 98 
UH Ulak/Hasgox Point 51.31334 178.98752 79, 85, 90, 94, 98, 02 
TA Tag 51.55833 178.575 85, 90, 94, 98, 02 
GR Gramp Rock 51.48117 178.343 85, 90, 94, 98, 02 
AD Adak 51.6075 176.9725 85, 90, 94, 98, 02 
KN Kasatochi/North Point 52.18517 175.51666 79, 85, 90, 94, 98, 02 
AS Amlia/Sviech. Harbor 52.03 173.39833 90, 98 
AK Agligadak 52.1015 172.90384 90, 98 
SS Seguam/Saddleridge 52.35058 172.56667 79, 85, 89, 90, 94, 98 
YU Yunaska 52.69 170.60583 79, 85, 90, 94, 98, 00, 02 
AU Adugak 52.91167 169.175 85, 90, 94, 98, 00, 02 
OG Ogchul 52.99517 168.40402 85, 94, 98 
BF Bogoslof/Fire Island 53.92822 168.03416 73, 79, 85, 89-91, 98, 00, 02 
AC Akutan/Cape Morgan 54.05906 166.02777 85, 90, 92, 94, 98 
AB Akun/Billings head 54.29321 165.53142 85, 90, 91, 94, 98, 00, 02 
UC Ugamak Complex 54.21767 164.78799 85, 86, 89-91, 96-98 
SL Sea Lion Rock (Amak) 55.46367 163.20166 98, 02 
CR Clubbing Rocks 54.706 162.4455 78, 79, 92, 94, 98 
PR Pinnacle Rock 54.76758 161.76422 78, 79, 91, 94, 98, 00, 02 
CH Chernabura 54.75867 159.57278 78, 79, 86, 90, 92, 94, 98 
AT Atkins 55.05333 159.28999 78, 79, 86, 90, 91, 94, 96, 98, 00, 02
CT Chowiet 56.007 156.69183 78, 79, 89, 90, 92, 94, 98 
CF Chirikof 55.7745 155.69133 78, 79, 89-91, 94, 98, 00, 02 
SU Sugarloaf 58.8875 152.03999 76, 78, 79, 89, 90, 92, 94, 97, 98 
MA Marmot 58.19625 151.83176 78, 79, 86, 88, 89, 91, 94, 96-98 
OP Outer (Pye) 58.84583 150.39583 76, 78, 79, 89-91, 94, 97, 98, 00, 02 
WF Wooded (Fish) 59.88167 147.34416 94, 96, 98, 00 
SR Seal Rocks 60.163 146.83833 76, 78, 79, 89, 90, 91, 94, 96, 98 
WS White Sisters 57.635 136.25667 90-92, 94, 96, 98 
HZ Hazy 55.86666 134.56667 79, 89, 90, 91, 94, 96, 98 
FC Forrester Complex 54.83833 133.52667 73, 79, 82, 90, 91 
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Table 2.  The ten hypotheses and their respective parameters. 

Hypothesis Parameter 
H1: Prey CPUE → fecundity c1, prey density increment per unit encounter 

rate; affects probability of food shortfall 
leading to termination of pregnancy 

H2: Prey CPUE → pup recruitment c2, prey density increment per unit encounter 
rate; affects probability of food shortfall 
leading to pup starvation 

H3: Prey CPUE → non-pup survival c3, prey density increment per unit encounter 
rate; affects probability of food shortfall 
leading to non-pup starvation 

H4: Pollock fraction → fecundity c4, exponent of non-pollock prey fraction in 
fecundity multiplier 

H5: Pollock fraction → pup recruitment c5, exponent of non-pollock prey fraction in 
pup recruitment multiplier 

H6: Pollock fraction → non-pup survival c6, exponent of non-pollock prey fraction in 
non-pup survival multiplier 

H7: Fishing activity → pup recruitment c7, pup mortality rate per fishery gear 
deployment within 20 km of rookery 

H8: Fishing activity → non-pup survival c8, non-pup mortality rate per fishery gear 
deployment within 20 km of rookery 

H9: HS density → SSL pup recruitment c9, fraction of potential pup recruitment lost 
when harbor seal density < hcrit

H10: HS density → SSL non-pup survival c10, fraction of potential non-pup survival lost 
when harbor seal density < hcrit

H9, H10 hcrit, harbor seal density below which sea 
lions become prey to killer whales 

 

 

Table 3.  Major Prey Species of Steller Sea Lions (Based on Sinclair and Zeppelin 2002). 

Common name Species name(s) 
Walleye Pollock Theragra chalcogramma 
Atka Mackerel Pleurogrammus monopterygius 
Pacific Salmon Oncorhynchus spp. 
Pacific Cod Gadus macrocephalus 
Arrowtooth Flounder Atheresthes stomias 
Pacific Herring Clupea pallasi 
Pacific Sand Lance Ammodytes hexapterus 
Irish Lords Hemilepidotus spp. 
Cephalopods Class Cephalopoda 
Capelin Mallotus villosus 
Rockfishes Family Scorpaenidae 
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Table 4.  Maximum-likelihood estimates and Confidence Intervals (based on area under the 

curve) for the parameters associated with the four supported hypotheses. 

 Hypothesis MLE 95% confidence interval 
H2 prey abundance → recruitment 2380000 2276000, 2484000 
H4 pollock fraction → fecundity 0.053 0.0236, 0.0824 
H5 pollock fraction → recruitment 3.67 3.312, 4.028 
H10 seals/orcas → non-pup survival 0.023 0.01816, 0.02784 
 

 

Table 5.  Model likelihoods and AIC weights. 

Model # Parameters Log Likelihood AIC Delta AIC AIC Weight 
c2,c4,c5,c10 4 -6833.593 13675.186 0 0.98035323 
c2,c5,c10 3 -6838.503 13683.006 7.82 0.01964677 
c4,c5,c10 3 -6873.966 13753.932 78.746 7.79661E-18 
c2,c4,c5 3 -6901.473 13808.946 133.76 8.82608E-30 
c2,c4,c10 3 -7225.786 14457.572 782.386 1.2544E-170 
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Figure 1.  When we only consider data from years in which population estimates are 

available for the entire western population, there are just eleven data points for Steller sea 

lion non-pups.  The sheer magnitude of the decline is obvious, but its spatial structure is not.  

(Source: Merrick et al. 1987 and National Marine Fisheries Service) 
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2a:  Non-pup counts by rookery and year 
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2c:  Apparent Fecundity (Pups per Non-pup) 
            Scale: 
  2002            1.6 
            1.2 
            1 
            0.8 
            0.6 
            0.4 
            0.2 
            0.1 
            0.05 
            0.02 
            No data 
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Rookery: AW AG KC KL AY AM SP UH TA GR AD KN AS AK  SS YU AU OG BF AC AB UC  SL CR PR CH AT CT CF SU MA OP WF SR     WS HZ FC 
   ←W   Western Aleutians                Eastern Aleutians   Western GOA   Eastern GOA    SE AK   E→ 
 

Figure 2.  Even though not every population is censused in every year, many more data are 

available when we consider individual rookeries.  Each column represents a rookery; each 

row is a year.  Panels a and b show non-pup and pup counts, respectively.  Panel c, in which 

the pup count has been divided by the non-pup count, provides an index of fecundity. 
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Figure 3.  Functional forms of the scaling factor ωn(i,t) corresponding to each hypothesis (n 

= 1, 2,... 10).  The probability of Fecundity, Pup Recruitment, or Non-Pup Survival at a 

particular rookery in a particular year is calculated by scaling down the 

maximum/background rate by the appropriate ωn(i,t) factors, according to the local 

conditions.  Different values of the parameter cn lead to different curves.  The triangle in 

each panel indicates the maximum observed value of the environmental condition.  Panel a: 

Prey quantity hypotheses (H1-H3).  Panel b: Prey quality hypotheses (H4-H6).  Panel c: 

Fisheries interactions (H7-H8).  Panel d: Harbor seal abundance as an inverse proxy for 

predation risk (H9-H10).  See text for details. 
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4a:  Abundance (CPUE) of non-pollock prey 
             Scale: 
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   ←W   Western Aleutians                Eastern Aleutians   Western GOA   Eastern GOA    SE AK   E→ 
 

 

4b:  Pollock fraction (by weight) of available prey 
             Scale: 
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   ←W   Western Aleutians                Eastern Aleutians   Western GOA   Eastern GOA    SE AK   E→ 
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4c:  Fisheries activity (hauls per year) within 20 km of a rookery 
            Scale: 
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   ←W   Western Aleutians                Eastern Aleutians   Western GOA   Eastern GOA   E→ 
 

 

4d:  Harbor seal abundance within 300 km of a rookery 
            Scale: 
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Rookery: AW AG KC KL AY AM SP UH TA GR AD KN AS AK  SS YU AU OG BF AC AB UC  SL CR PR CH AT CT CF SU MA OP WF SR     WS HZ FC 
   ←W   Western Aleutians                Eastern Aleutians   Western GOA   Eastern GOA    SE AK   E→ 
 

Figure 4.  Space-time plots for local conditions (within 300 km swimming distance of each 

rookery, unless otherwise specified).  Panel a: Total prey biomass trawled per unit effort 

(kg/km3), excluding pollock.  Panel b: Pollock catch as a fraction of total prey biomass.  

Panel c: Commercial fishing activity (hauls) within 20 km of each rookery.  Panel d: Harbor 

seal abundance. 
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Figure 5.  Mean estimated harbor seal density around Steller sea lion rookeries with 

increasing or decreasing Steller sea lion populations in 1980, 1990, and 2000.  We use the 

apparent dividing line, around 4500 harbor seals, as a very rough estimate of the prey 

switching density. 
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Figure 6.  For sea lions and many other animals, the true number associated with a rookery 

is always higher than the number observed in a single census.  The method of ‘thinking 

along sample paths’ allows us to connect censuses in different years (Panel a) by considering 

all possible underlying population trajectories (Panel b). 
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Figure 7.  Marginal log-likelihood curves.  Each column corresponds to an environmental 

factor (Food, Pollock, Fisheries, Seals) and each row indicates a vital rate affected 

(Fecundity, Pup Recruitment, Non-Pup Survival).  The MLE values of c2, c4, c5, and c10 are 

significantly different from zero, indicating strong support for H2, H4, H5, and H10, 

respectively.  The curves for c1, c3, c6, c7, c8, and c9 (not shown) all have their Likelihood 

peak at zero, indicating that none of the corresponding hypotheses are supported by the data. 
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Figure 8.  Vital rate scaling functions corresponding to the MLE values of c2, c4, c5, and c10, 

along with their 95% confidence intervals. 
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Figure 9.  Space-time plot of missing production (relative to pre-decline vital rates), 

according to Equation 18.  This is the pattern we set out to explain. 
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Figure 10.  Space-time plot of missing production according to the supported hypotheses 

H2, H4, H5, and H10, calculated using Equation 19 and the respective MLE values for c2, c4, 

c5, and c10. 
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11a:  Predicted lost production due to H2 
           Scale: 
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11b:  Predicted lost production due to H4 
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11c:  Predicted lost production due to H5 
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11d:  Predicted lost production due to H10 
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Figure 11.  Space-time plots of missing production based on Equations 20-23 for H2 (prey 

density affecting pup recruitment: Panel a), H4 (pollock fraction affecting fecundity: Panel 

b), H5 (pollock fraction affecting pup recruitment: Panel c), and H10 (harbor seal density 

affecting non-pup survival: Panel d), respectively. 
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